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By CAROL BERGER 
(Staff Writer)
••Preparation time for all Saanich 
district teachers has been named as 
number one priority in this year’s 
school budget by the Saanich Teac- 
ers’ Association.
. “Demands are adding substan­
tially to teacher workloads, increas­
ing their work days at a tim.e when 
other work groups are receiving 
shorter work days.,’’ association 
president Elsie McMurphy told trus- 
■ tees at Monday’s board meeting. 
Throughout B.C., several school 
districts have faced teacher demands 
for Associated Professional Duties 
Time in the past year. While prepa­
ration time is considered a learning 
conditions issue and cannot be 
brought into contract negotiations, 
the'B.C. Teachers’ Federation has 
made preparation time a provincial 
teacher objective.
In a 22-page submission, district 
teachers told trustees “the provision 
of time for professional duties other 
than instruction is now a priority, an 
urgent need ”
Earlier this year, a district survey 
showed teachers ranked preparation 
time their number one priority.
The 350-member association esti­
mates provision of six teachers 
would give all teachers a minimum 
of 90 minutes per week for associ­
ated professional duties time.
The association recognized that 
.some time is already provided by use 
of .specialist teachers allowing the 
regular classroom teacher time to . 
prepare lessons and other duties. ;
; ' It was: also stated that use of spe­
cialist teachers, while providing 
some pf the fequestecl ^ preparation 
" tune, is also shown to improve stu­
dent interest in classes.
to the
board included that maximum 
kindergarten class size be 20 pupils, 
that use of library aides in elemen­
tary schools be restricted to libraries 
as is done in middle and secondary 
schools, that secondary schools be 
staffed to provide student-teachers 
ratios of 20 to one and that the in­
structional materials budget be in­
creased to the 1980 provincial aver­
age per pupil.
“We realize we made many of 
these recommendations to you last 
year and you didn’t take them up but 
\ve still feel they’re very impor­
tant,’’McMurphy said.
McMurphy said current staffing 
■'‘is so tight’’, fewer courses are 
being offered at the secondary 
school level..
“All of this, of course, costs 
money, but we don’t think condi­
tions in Saanich should be this bad,’’ 
.she .said.
Statistics given to supp(ut a below 
average level of learning conditions 
incliicled Parkland school, with the 
province’s worst pupil-teacher ratio 
in comparable .school size lust year,
While .Saanich is average in its 
assessed value, taxable wealth per 
stuilent ttnd above average in income 
levels, the district’s mill rate last 
. year was 59th out of 75 in the pro­
vince.
“1 know how proutl you arc of the 
, standard of education offered in 
Saanich,” McMurphy .said.
“But we just don’t feel that pa­
rents and kids should be lower than 
average in things provided for them, 
such as learning conditions,” 
Schools throughout the district 
are reported to already be running
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ELEGTION::Nov. 15
Central Saanich is the only penin­
sula municipality, with council seats 
up for grabs in the Nov, 15 munici­
pal election. But one of those isn’t 
the mayor’s chair, where incumbent 
Mayor Dave Hill has been returned 
to office for another two years by 
acclamation,
But there will be a fight for four 
aldermanic positions on council, in­
cluding three two-year terms and a 
one-year term.
Incumbents Earl Tabor, 669.1 
'i’amany Drive, and George Macbar- 
lanc, 1059 Mount Newton Cross 
Road, arc again running for a two- 
year term, but businessman Aid. Ed
Gait has decided to retire from 
office.
Newcomers trying for the three 
two-year tcrms are William 
Clayards, 1217 Mount Newton 
Cross Road, .lohn .lones, 6984 Cen­
tral Saanich Road, and Barry Rol- 
ston, 6522 Rodolph Road.
Meanwhile, Aid. Percy Lii/.arz’s 
decision to retire with one year left 
on his two-year stint leaves another 
scat open on council. And two resi­
dents will fight for that seal; Ron 
Cullis, 2041 Skyline Crescent, and 
Flemming Hansen, 1876 Doncy 
Rt)ad.
There will be no municipal elec­
tions in either North Saanich or Sid­
ney. though residents of both muni­
cipalities will be asked to go to the 
polls Nov. 15 to vote on separate 
referendums,
.Sidney voters are faced with a ref­
erendum on Sunday shopping, while 
North Saanich voters will have a ref­
erendum on Sunday horse racing.
With the close of Monday ’s nomi­
nation deadline for Saanich school 
board; only Centriil Saanich will go 
to election.
1-ong-timc school board member 
Waller Tangye will face Arthur (Pat) 
Murphy for the Central Saanich
seat,
In North Saanich. Lois Walsh, 
and in Saanich. Gerry Kristianson, 
have been re-elected by acclama­
tion.
Js second man has been 
apprehended and charged in connec­
tion with the Sept, 29 robbery and 
beuiing. of .a 6{)-year-old Central 
Saanich man,
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said Jonathon Ltiwrcnce Al- 
ward, 27, of no fixed address, was 
arrested Thursday in Amherst, Nova 
Scotia on a Canada-wide warrant, 
Alward was brought back to
(Central Saanich by Sgt, Ross Yu|ll 
and appeared in Victoria provincial 
court Momlay. I Ic is now in custody 
pending further court uppciirances, 
and luis been charged with robbery 
with violence.
The charges stem from iin inci­
dent in which Harold Wright was 
beaten and robbed in his home at 
8009 Turgoose Terrace and his vehi­
cle and the vessel Golden Day II
taken from Van Isle Marina,
Wright’s 18-year-old son, Wil­
liam Michael Wright, has also'been 
charged in conneciion with the inci­
dent. He is currently in custody 
awaiting further court proceedings.
By GRANIA LITWIN 
The Saanichton activity centre 
which opened a year ago has been 
given three months to improve its 
operation or its doors will be closed.
This decision was made at a meet­
ing of Central Saanich, council Mon­
day night following complaints from 
residents of extensive vandalism and 
harassment.
In a letter to council from the 
police department. Chief Bob Miles 
confirmed the reports saying, 
“There is a direct connection be­
tween the upswing of vandalism and 
the opening of the STAG drop-in 
centre.
“Evidence of the extent of the 
problem exists in the building used 
by STAG. 1 do not believe there is a 
window that has not been smashed 
and the doors were kicked in so often 
that they had to be replaced.’’
“In addition to the vandalism 
problem,” Miles stated, “we have 
also responded to complaints of 
assault, minors in pos.session of li­
quor and persons in possession of 
^marcotics,
The council chamber was jammed 
to over-flowing Monday: with con­
cerned residents, and. many, of the 
affected teenagers.s Almost all com- 
rnents were made in strong support 
of the centre staying open and. 
among these speaking were proba­
tion officer Susan Langlois and G.J. 
Edwards, chairman of the Peninsula 
Comrhunity Association.
One resident, newly arrived to the 
area, told council that as soon as he 
became aware of the problem he 
volunteered his time and services to 
the drop-in centre one evening a 
week.
“The teen centre is for parents 
who can’t handle their kids,” the 
resident explained, adding that dis­
continuing such a program is “just 
admitting defeat.”
John Grieve, an equipment sup­
plier in the vicinity of the centre told 
the meeting, “I’d like to see the' 
teens stay but it’s costing me $ 1,000 
a month to repair lights, batteries 
and other damage. I’m all for kids.” 
Grieve was president of the com­
munity club for 10 years and heavily 
involved in youth programs.
Grieve agreed to suspend his cri­
ticisms for the three-month period 
during which time program co­
ordinator Camille Martin said the 
teens will niakc a greater effort to 
control the few trouble-makers 
attracted by the program.
In the middle of the meeting one 
iinonytnous resident donated $500 
worth of supplies to the centre and 
another donor pledged to lend any 
building or power tools necessary 
for renovations,
At present the building at the cor­
ner of East .Saanich and'Wallace is in 
It deplorably run down slate, accord­
ing to Aid. Ruth Arnaud, and will
three-year-old furnace and oil tank if 
needed, and residents with any time 
to spare are asked to volunteer some 
time to help patrol the area and con­
trol the few offenders.
Mayor Dave Hill told the meeting 
that acts of vandalism and harass­
ment of elderly residents afraid to 
take a walk in the area of the centre 
late at night must stop.
“1 will not tolerate that,” he said.
“But at the same time,” he said, 
“we have a responsibility to provide 
a much better facility. It’s embaras- 
sing for people to go there. I think 
we all agree STAG is a wqrthwile 
project and we should provide a bet­
ter location for these .sorts of prog­
rams.”
Many residents said that if the 
youths had a better meeting place, 
one in which they could have pride, 
then perhaps there Would be less 
vandalism.
Committee recommended police 
start mohitoring the incidents for fu­




Camille Martin isn’t happy with 
the mud-slinging directed recently at 
Saanichton teen centre—- and , 
threats to ciose it down.
“1 never promised them a rose 
garden,” says the slightly sad biit 
still-tough Martin who took on the 
responsibility seven years ago for 
co-ordinating Sidney’s STAG teen 
centre, and a year ago, the Saanich­
ton one, named STAG 2,
The problem, Martin says, is th(it ' 
the community won’t take responsi­
bility for their kids.
“The altitude is: Hide them, put 
them away so we don’t see them,” 
Of the some 150 youngsters in­
volved in the Saanichton program 
“maybe four or five are responsible 
for vandalism in the Saanichton 
area,” Martin explains. “But now 
we’ve got people pointing their fin­
gers at the centre saying,‘Thai’s the 
source of all the trouble, ’ But why 
should the rest of the kids suffer?”
It’s friislraling, she says. Ltisl 
week Martin took in a Workshop 
sponsored by the attorney gencrars 
dcparlihcnt where a psychologist 
was talking about positive prognans 
ami the need for kids to learn soeial 
skills, to learn to feel good about 
themselves ■“ especially the ones 
schools labelled failures. The pro-
not even pass the barest minimum of gram he was describing was a blue
Elsewhere in police news. Village 
Toys in Brentwood Village Mall 
was broken into overnight Momlay 
and some $800 in fireworks taken.
building standards.
In adtlition, the premises are very 
cold this time of year with no provi­
sion for heat. Aid. Percy Lazarztold 
the teen group lie would donate ti
print for what we have here. Marlin
re
By RON NORMAN 
(.Staff Writer)
Saanich Tctichers’ Association
president F.bie McMurphy loltl Ktln- 
cation Minister Brian Smith Friday
that icachcrs in her district are “tot­
ally frustrated” by the B.C, govern­
ment’s position on lull indexing ol 
teachers' pensions.
And she warned that although 
teachers are reluctant to withhold 
their services, they .see a “compell­
ing” argument for such action in the 
government's recent negotiations
with the B.C, Government Em­
ployees’ Union on tlie same issue,
McMurphy - wlio made the 
comments at an ediicaiibnal forum 
held by Smith at Sicily’s school 
was referring to the provincial gov­
ernment's reversal of a decision to 
put a ceding on indexing ol BCGhU 
pensions after a series of highly pub­
licized protest rallies staged by the 
BCGHU around the province.
But .Smith— who imide Stelly's 
one of 35 slops on a whirlwind tour 
of llie iirovincc.- sait! lie would not
comment on pension indexing until 
after his loin , “I will make aiy posi­
tion very clear til that linie," Smill' 
assured McMurphy.
About 50 parents, (cacliers and 
school trustees from Saanich, Sookc 
and Victoria school disiricb turned 
out lot tile .Sicily’s louiiii ••"lull liicy 
didn’t hear much from .Smith,
He told them lie. was only there to 
listen to their views as part of a pub­
lic lourofthc province. He.Mtidalier i 
the lour he will be making public a 
report of the toui's findings along
with proposed clianges in direction 
for the B.C, iniblic school system.
Only there to listen, llien, .Smith 
received an earful I'rom teacficrs — 
particularly McMurphy, She said 
her association, is pleased witli 
Smith's decision to travel the prov­
ince and lisica to ilw public.
She told the minister because of a 
greater demand for teachers to de­
velop greater competence in areas of 
art, music, physical education, etc,, 
teachers need an increase in the 
number of days for priifessional de­
velopment.
She asked him to consider u year­
long internship program for first 
year teachers — perluips at half pay 
—-and she pressed fora fixed spring 
break at the end of March.
McMurphy said the local associa­
tion i;, abui'vcry concerned about the 
number of temporary icucliers in i 
Saanich district •— pointing out that 
Iasi year some 62 were on .staff, and 
12 ot them had lieeii on lempoiary 
assignment from three to six years.
Conilnuetl oit page 3
One person labelled it “pic in the 
sky” and wondered how it was pos­
sible to Hcliieve this kind of prograin 
— and Martin was proud to staiul up 
and tell the workshop, ‘‘Vi/e’vc got 
pic in the sky.” In fact. Martin says, 
most communities are “crying for 
our kind of programs,"
The program is successful, she 
says. She admits youngsters at the 
Saanichton centre arc not highly 
motivated bul explains “that takes 
lime, riic .Sidney centre has heen 
open seven ycai.s, this one foi jiisl u 
year.”''
Both Sidney and Saanichton cen- ' 
Ires opfrate IIS l'•mp1oyn1»•nf olTIre 
and dHsis lines, Martin deals with 
youngsters no one else wants to cope 
with runaways, children inb- 
ticatcd and hurt, kids out of .sctibul 
who want to get back and don’t
Conlimied on page 2
I o'-..
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> FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. 
lor
FINE CANADIAN S 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKC OUT 







Bieakfast, Lunch & Dinner Dally 









■ from 5 p.m.
■,1;-, (Closed Tuesdays)
W Vesr Soonich Rd.->■■■' by Royol Ook 




SEAFOOD a STEAK 





‘ 'On the Waterfront ’ ’
' Country Kitchen^
Brentwood ShoDpmg Plaza
Homestyle Cooking and 
Baking at Old 
Fashioned Prices.
Open
^ 7 Days A Week'
i ft Licensed 7^ a.m. • 8 p.m.J
652-1192 ^
I Seep (Uobc (!ll]ah't I
I Open tor Lunch ;
: and Dinner !
I Tuesday ro Sunduy |
f (Closed lor Lunch Tuesday) I 
• Wednesday Smorgasbord i
? Dinner and !
I The New Sunday Brunch j
IReservations 656-35411
RESTAURANT
Specializing in Chinese 
& Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS, 4‘^ ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal, 4 *• - 1 a m. 
SUNDAY 4" - 8‘ o.m. 
Delivery with minimum order. 




Mon. - Sat. 10-4 
Fuiiy Licensed
652-2513
hotel Sidney Sea Breeze Cafe
Foot of Beacon Ave. 9776 • 4th St. , Sidney
1^^^) OCEAN VIEW Behind the Post Office
— SPiCiAUZING IN —Try our famous salad bar FISH a CHIPS
in the Lounge or Dining Room Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Entertainment Open Doily 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM Closed Sunday
656-1131 CompUto Toil* Out Servtc*6S4-1621
.Silver,,i ------------------- 1
«: mp.mirjr's M Dragon
FAMOUS Restaurantdaily SPECIALS
CHARBROlLED STEAKS BREAKFAST —LUNCH
ChlneftoPood
At Rootonabi* Pric«» .Beacon Plaza Mali ■Pick Up-Toke Out
2321 Beocon Avo. 2470 Beacon Ave. 656-1812
656-'4822
ResrauRaNT- :
; * IN THE ,
. BEACON AVE., SIDNEY. B.C.'
The Finest in 
Fafnily Dining








Open 7 Days a Week 




HAMBURGERS - FISH & CHIPS 
- ICE CREAM 
Eat • Phone in • Take out
at the X-Road Mt. Newton 
& East Saanich 
652-9313
•euRGERKING 
•CHICKEN "FISH S CHIPS






Open Doily 8:30 am to 4 p.m.
656-2398
656-5331
9816 • 4tt) St, Sidney 
» CHICKEr4 o RIBS • BURGERS 
• SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon. to Fri. 11 -8 
Sat. 11:30-9 
Sun. 12 - 8
Geri’s Food Bar
IN “THE PUB” 
Hotel Sidney 
Seafood & Burgers 
11 a.m. to Midnight
Sidney 
Fish & Chips
Tu4»t. Thru Sot. 11:30 • 1:30 noon 
4:30 * 7:30 p.m. 
Sundoy 4:30 • 7:00 p.m. 
CloBod Monday
9807 - 4th St., Sidney 
656-6722 take out
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and West 
Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special 
twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic 
and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
BRENTW’OOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Brentwood. 
652-2413.
THE PRAIRIE INN, corner Mt. Newton X Road and East 
Saanich Road. 656-1575
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playing 
Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-
1176^., ' '
Fonzies Place every Friday andSaturday night 9 p.m. to 2 a.m , 
dance to music of the ’50s featuring in the Lounge, Patrick 
Hughes, Traditional British Entertainment, 8 p.m. to Midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM-—A must to see when in Sidney 
— an Outstanding Maritime and Nautical Collection — located 
. next to the Clipper Inn. 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays-1 to 4 p.m.





A new regional lib­
rary building for Sidney 
and North Saanich 
moved a step closer 
Monday night when 
Sidney council ratified a 
report from a joint North 
Saanich-Sidney com­
mittee.
Architects will be in­
vited to “express in­
terest” in the design and 
construction of a single­
storey, 7,500-square- 
foot building to be lo­
cated on the site of the 
lacrosse box on Resth­
aven.
The building plan 
will be expected to in­
clude consideration for 
off-street parking and.to 
meet other requirements 
which will be laid down 
by the Vancouver Island 
Regional Library 
system.
In the light of this de­
velopment, said Aid. 
Ross Martin, it might be 
wise for council to con­
sider the demolition of 
the lacrosse box right 
now.
It was in a state of dis­
repair, he said and look­
ing worse every day. 
Perhaps a plan for re­
moval, along with cost 
estimates for the de­
molition, should be con­
sidered. Council 
agreed.
Lacrosse needs could 
be satisfied by use of the 
facility in Central 
Saanich, Mayor Nomria: 
Sealey added, and by 
the increased use in fu­
ture of Panorama Lei- 
i"" sure'CentreC Yu-:'', v.:v
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Continued from page 1
out of instructional materials. In 
October, 1979, teachers addressed 
the board on the severe deficiencies 
in supplies funding.
“It has been an educational 
embarrassment for the last five 
years,” the submission read.
While recognizing the $13 in­
crease made in supplies funding for 
each student to a total $62, the asso­
ciation says with inflation the dis­
trict is still behind. For 1980-81, 
teachers recommend a per pupil 
funding of $82.
“We will still be below the re­
gional average but we may prevent 
the horrendous practice of double 
billing parents for supplies,” she 
said.
A warning of caution by chairman 
Lois Walsh to not enter (debate on a
budgetary matter could not prevent 
trustees Gerry Kristianson and 
Rubymay Panott from entering dis­
cussion on teacher requests.
“Who should pay for it then?” 
Kristianson asked of the “double 
billing” reference.
“We’re managing in the schools 
but people are paying for it through 
other routes than is commonly done 
through taxes,” she said.
In later board discussion, trustee 
Rubymay Parrott requested board 
staff prepare a full report on addi­
tional costs now imposed on parents 
throughout the district.
Trustees will receive the 1980^81 
provisional budget at the Nov. 3 reg­
ular meeting. Final draft of the 
budget must be completed by Nejv. 
15.
Continued from page 1
know how, kids who drink and kids 
in crisis who don’t know where to go 
because they- don’t relate to pro­
fessional pieople and counsellors.
Mrs. Rose Walker is one Sidney 
mother who believes STAG 1 and 2 
are badly needed, “We live in Cen­
tral Saanich ■— and it hasn’t got the 
greatest facilities. I’m a little critical 
of the ‘dump’ the Saanichton centre 
has to use as a club house.”
. (The clubhouse — an old fireball 
garage loaned by Central Saanich 
council — is cold, has no heating 
and although youngsters scrounged 
for materials to fix it up, now 
they’ve been told by the building 
inspector it has to be brought up to 
certain standards -— washrooms 'for 
handicapped, etc. ... an impossi­
bility for the group without financial 
haniiouts.)
But Mrs. Walker says the centre is 
needed for “kids who don’t have 
money. Some kids play hockey but 
many,parents can’t afford that,” she
says.:'.;.;"
“Young people have^ to have a 
place to go—~ okay, some kids have
been in trouble but they’re the kids 
who need the centre. It would be a' 
shame to see it closed down. It’s not 
been given a fair chance.” she says.
One of Mrs. Walker’s children 
took a camping holiday with the cen­
tre and had “such a marvellous time 
he phoned me to ask to stay away 
another day.”
The centres provide recreation, a 
social life and has developed other 
things — the crisis line, employ­
ment office —- as needs arose.
But do the benefits enjoyed by 
dozens of youngsters hand in the 
balance for the sake of a few? 
Doesn’t a large portion of our com­
munity deserve a better meeting 
place than a grubby, rat-ridden, dis­
used garage, now condemned?
Martin says the building would be 
satisfactory if they could only find 
the money to fix it up. We’ve got the 
labor — we just need plywood, 
paint, an electrician and a plumber.
The kids are anxious and keep 
asking Martin “when are we going 
to start?” Butj as Martin says, that 





















A colorful bouquet 
or a lush green plant 
.. . they’re the cheerful 
way to say “get well”.
Fresh flov;ers or a hrighl yreen plant help make a 






At GWG we 
Rent and Sell
Otter expires November 30th.







































Continued from page 1
She called restrictions in the 
school buildings manual “ridicu­
lous” and inappropriate for teaching 
in the 1980s.
School materials also came under 
fire. McMurphy said students in her 
district are charged for materials 
needed for elective courses as well 
gs some required courses. This 
amounted to double taxation for pa­
rents, she said.
Smith replied that the only proper 
response to McMuri^hy's brief was 
the final report, and added he hadn’t 
heard of her concerns “in quite that 
way”.
He said the situation with tempor­
ary teachers has improved and the 
ministry has “leaned on districts’' 
that abuse the scheme.
> In other briefs. Smith was told by 
a number of primary school teachers
that institution of letter grades for 
elementary school children will be 
opposed.
“As primary teachers we teach 
children first and content second,” 
Daphne Morris, of Sooke, told 
Smith.
A spokesman for the substitute 
teachers association asked for the 
compulsory membership of all sub­
stitute teachers in the B.C. 
Teachers’ Federation.
She charged that a substitute 
teacher earns S53 a day in the Grea­
ter Victoria area and if able to work 
all 192 school days in the year can 
earn just $9,000 a year — compared 
with the average fulltime teacher’s 
salary of $22,000 annually.
We’re a source of cheap labor for 




tees will not give sup­
port to district teachers’ 
opposition to recent 
changes in teacher pen­
sions.
Saanich teachers said 
“discriminatory treat­
ment” has been given 
by the provincial gov­
ernment in placing ceil­
ings on pension index­
ing and removing full 
inOation protection in a 
letter requesting board 
support.
A letter w'ill be sent to 
Saanich Teacher Asso­
ciation president Elsie 
McMurphy informing 
her that the board does 
not feel any action on its 
part would be “in the 
best interests of the 
teaching force.”
Saanich school board is questioning the merits 
of installing a $14,000 pedestrian signal while 
also maintaining an adult crosswalk patrol at 
Beacon Avenue and 7th Street.
Trustee Gerry Kristianson said there must be 
‘Vj cheaper way to go” during Monday’s board 
meeting.
Sidney council approved a 50 per cent cost­
sharing proposal with the highways ministry at 
the Oct. 20 meeting to provide the pedestrian 
signal. It was suggested by Highways Minister 
Alex Fraser that a school patrol be trained and 
instituted in addition to the signal to assist opera­
tion of the lights by young children.
“If we have to maintain an adult crossing 
patrol we might as well forget about the light’.” 
Kristianson said.
The board has referred the matter to commit­
tee for further recommendation.
Installation of the pedestrian light is expected 










. -MEM’S & LADIE’S-
Winner of 
The Lions Club 400
Oct. 23rd Draw 


















Come into The Realty Worltl, 
where sales success is a science.
The Island
is coming to
Driftwood Plaza Beacon & Fifth
Maybe you have some lirnited sales experi­
ence in real estate. Maybe you haven’t:; ; r 
The point is, if you are serious about 
pursuirig a career in real estate, you owe it 
to yourself to look into the’ Realty World 
'Success Programs. : /
Because Realty World offers the most 
comprehensive most scientific training 
programs available, to help.ypu succeed in 
Real Estate. That’s one reason why Realty 
World is one of the fastest growing ' real 
estate organizations today. .
Six programs, each unique in scope and 
effectiveness, employ such sophisticated 
techniques as video replay. If you are se­
rious about succeeding in real estate, call;
SIDNEY REALTY LTD. 
2348 DEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY 656-3928 REALTY WORLD-




In order to provide an Improved service, 
the Victoria Workerii’ Compensation Board office 
will be moving to new premises, As of Noverjiber 3, 1980, 
our new address is 320 Cook Street, Victoria, V8V 4W1. 
Our new telephone number will be 381-2223. All WCB 
seivices, sucli as Kehabihlalion Services 
and Claims, Accident Prevention 
UJORKERS' and Assessments
COmPENSATION win be provided
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Let’s be positive
■ivi.,.:;.'
Viindalism ha.s always been with us but 
few of us can recall a worse period than we 
are experiencing now. Vandalism makes 
people angry and they get angrier when they 
discover there’s little to be done about it.
There is no instant cure. Either the offender 
escapes scott free or he’s caught and 
“punished” in a way unlikely to alter much 
his way of life.
These musings are prompted by incidents 
that took place last week when garages at 
Saanichton were vandalized and the damage 
attributed to youths from Saanichton teen 
y centre, orie of two youth centres run by 
.’ Camille Martin.
C Immediately, there were threats of repris- 
. al. The youngsters’ clubhouse — a miser- 
y able, chilly, ratty affair — was threatened 
J with closure, prompting consternation 
y; among the 150 young people who use it,
Ty parents, and of course, Martin, who’s in- 
yv vested several years of her life in this com- 
v" munity with boys and girls, trying to help 
y them, straighten them out, get them back to 
yy good parents, and if necessary, work with 
human resources to help remove them from 
yT bad homes and poor treatment, 
y y : Despite all the drawbacks Martin seems,
yy indefatigable. She can cope and live with 
continual-crises generated by unhappy 
yyyoung^efs but we suspect there is a fly in the 
ointment — and that’s when support: she y y 
'. expects from community isn't forthcoming.
When Martin says: / never promised them 
a rose garden, she’s telling us that although y 
she believes things will get better, that many, ; 
children will improve through STAG prog- 
yyra:rns and be less unhappy, she’s not a mira- 
y yde worker and a perfect situation among 
y young teenagers in the peninsula communi- 
yf ties will never be the result, finally, of her 
labors.
f; Only an idiot could think it possible to 
> take a large group of children^^— many of 
^ ‘ them deprived, from poor homes — and
yy expect juveniles with a troubled history to 
• become model citizens overnight. Some of 
" them never will. But Martin say's, reluctant­
ly, that she believes the community does not 
want to take responsibility for its youngs- 
y ters. That we want to hide them away, pre­
tend they don't exist.
We believe it is necessary to look on the 
positive as well as the negative side when it 
■ comes to assessing our Sidney and Saanich­
ton teen centres. All youngsters benefit from 
the positive programs — recreation, social 
, life, employment, counselling, the crisis 
: line. Some youngsters will be destructive -- 
' and may be incurable, But most won't. And 
they’re the ones who need the centres.
WEATHER SUtSMARY
Max. Temp. (Oct. 20) 17.5” C Rain 5.9
Min. Temp. (Oct. 21 & 23) 1.8” C Snow nil
Mean 8.8” C Total for Year 575.8
Sunshine 36.1
' Total for Year 1,858.7
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Mean Max. 13.2” C Record Min. (20/10/49) -1.7”C
Record Max. (24/10/46) 19.4” C Mdan Temp. 9.4” C
(21/10/62) 19.4" C Precipitation 571.0 mm




Precarious position doesn’t bother spider as it works to finish web, Norman Photo
letters1:1 '■ r ' " "t -" r-r-
Centre cold, had rats
I attended central Saanich council meeting last 
night in reference to the future of the Saanichton 
Teen Activity Group. 1 promised myself I would 
behave and not get upset and emotional, and I 
think I got that accomplished, nevertheless there 
was one comment made last evening that has 
gnawed at me all night and I feel 1 just have to 
respond to it through this newspaper.
The comment was made in regard to the now 
defunct Brentwood Youth Group as being a 
“STAG” program that failed and caused unsur- 
mountable problems. The fact is that the Brent­
wood Youth Group was NOT a ST.AG program, 
it was a municipal effort. : /
The Peninsula Community' Association in­
volvement was that of securing two grants -— one 
in the summer and one in the fall — to help 
maintain ongoing serx’ices. As co-ordinator of 
STAG I Avas asked to act as a consultant to that
programs y :
; /Because of the deplorable facilities in which a: : 
the'program operated it was my recommendatibn ' 
that the Brentwood Youth Group program be 
shut down, and an attempt be made to find better 
facilities. Thus in October, 1979, theSaanichton 
Teen Activity Group evolved and 1 must admit 
the facility in Saanichton isn’t much better than 
the one that existed in Brentwood.
• The Brentwood Youth Group operated in the 
basement of the community hall. The youths 
were faced with Hooding, cold, because there 
was no heat, poor electrical set-up — f nally the 
building was condemned by the fire chief — and 
rats.
On refiecting on the facility we have now the 
only difference being that we have no rats at 
present. I can only conjecture that this refiects 
where council's priorities are as far as teen prog­
ramming is concerned ... at the bottom of the 
totem pole,
Yours for Youth 
Camille Martin 
Co-ordinator youth programs.
signs of resolving itself as the negotiating team 
of Rangel-Comford now seem less locked in to 
their own plans and more open to the wishes of 
the people who elected them. This is known as 
democracy.
The Canada geese and blue heron should have 
been identified as emblematic, not endangered. 
However, the Canada geese that feed at Tsehum 
are not pan of the great Pacific Fly-By. but are 
resident year-long in North Saanich, descen­
dants of the Coal Island flock, and shoiild be 
given spe’eial local heritage protection.
The blue heron was considered so worthy of 
protection by the federal wildlife seiA'ice that 
they forced a pipeline, to goT 50 miles out of its 
way to avoid a heronry' near Cochrane, Alberta.
The destruction of any wild bird feeding and 
breeding grounds like our mudflats puts all bird- 
life that use it in hazard. It is indefensible to trade 
off partiof a bird sanctuary' for business purposes!
AnyCold plug at/Sandoyvn racetrack, in hiy/: 
'Opinion, is a better bet than that environmental 
studies will stop Bob Wright from marina expan­
sion. The host of channel 10 said Wright was 
certain the deal would go through, so he isn’t 
w’dmed. That is exactly why we should be, w'as 
Aid. Edgar Farthing’s comment. Aid. Alan 
Cornford at the hastily called Oct. 8 council 
meeting cited his experience in dealing with 
Beaufort Sea. That reference alone makes me 













7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Praver Meetina
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
656-5012 or 656-7359
.
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 







Rangel has added much needed drama and a 
certain fiery warmth to our council. I believe his ‘ 
concern for the Indian heritage at Tsehum is 
genuine. But peninsula Indians have dealt with 
Bob Wright before, and they know any conces­
sion made to them is part cil’ the entrepreneur’s 
deal to get more of the mudfiats; the old forked- 
tonciie svndrome auain.
: : . Family 
. ■! ' ' Service
ST. ANDREW'’S 
CHURCH
9686 - 3rd St. Sidney 
Sunday, Nov. 2 
8:00 a.m. Communion 






Rev. R.N. Good 
656-0023
Conceni genuine
thanks to R.E. Parkinson for his defense of 
Jay Rangel. Actually the Tsehum problem shows
The Indian tradition equally includes respect 
lor birdlife. The six cairns on Mymph Point and 
the middens are documented in our provincial 
archives, and council should be appealing to the 
Honorable E\'an Wolfe to have these and desig­
nated burial grounds legally protected, without 
sacrificing more bird habitat.





9:30 a.m. Muttins & 
Jr. Church
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship
G, Lawrie, 
10255 Wc.st Saanich Road,
10 YEARS AGO:
From the Oct. 28, 1970 issue of The Review
Sidney council ^ave unanimous support this 
week to a recommendation of the joint centennial 
conimittee of Sidney aiiiJ Noiih Saanich that a 
swimming i>ool lie built on the McDonald Park 
site in North Saanich.
A fund-raising campaign Will begin in 
November and centennial groups plan to rai.se 
the entire sum of .S7.5,0(X1 for the pool them- 
.selves. Including provincial and federal grants, a 
S17,6I0 grant has been provided, 
lAr ★ lAr . ■ ■
A Sidney RCMP squad car was demolished 
Oct, 25 in a three-car collision at Henry and 
Patricia Bay Highway intersection. No seriou.s 
injuries resulted from the accident as police 
travelled to a tire call,
accommodation problems are expected in Sep­
tember.
Casualties totallcii 140 and survivors .7]
20 YEARS AGO;
From the Oct. 26, I960 Issue of The Review
Teachers in Gulf Islands School District have 
been asked it.i accept a reduction in pay amount­
ing to 8 iier cent. In Saanich Scluxil District 
trustees ha\ e declined to offer any mcrease in 
reply to demands for an 8 [X-T cent raise.
Reduction in p.'iy offered by fhe schivtl hoard 
would bring salaries back to the 1959 level.
Ratepayers of Saanich School District w ill go 
to the jHiils on iNov. to vote on tlie new sehooli 
building bylaw, The bylaw provides for con­
struction of 2S new nxvms in the district at a total 
cost of S784,tXX).
In the nieaniime, scluxils in three parts of the 
district are ojserating on a shift basis and further
50 YEARS AGO:
From the Oct. 25, 1950 Issue of I he Review
Announcement was made tliis w eek at the 
annual convention of Canaditm Weekly Ncw s- 
pupors' Association in Quebec City that the 
vSiianich Peninsula and Gulf Islands Review pub­
lished at Sidney had won two top prizes out of 
three competitions,in its circulatioh class.
In the l.tKH) to circulation category. 
The Review wtis awarded "Best .Ml Round 
Newspaper” and "Best Editorial Pago”.
•k'k'k .
Frank Lines, of Deep Cove, is continuing to 
strike terror into the cougar population of ihe 
district. Mr. Lines [xicketed his bounty of $20 
after shooting a cougar two weeks ago and went 
on another slxxiting trip to the Sooke Hills last 
Saturday,
There he slxtl a handsome forked buck ,iiul ;i 
second couear for a second S20 bixinty.
50 YEARS AGO:
I'rom the Oct. 50, 1930 Issue of The Review 
.■\meeting was held Oct. 22 at the Mission 
1 lall, where it was decided to organize a brownie 
pack in North Saanich district.
'★ if '
.’I’hc Ganges Atlileiic Club's .A and B basket­
ball teams were soundly beaten by Wcstholme 
T'riday. Final scores.were .'V team losing .58-16 






1 l:(X) 11.m. Sundity
ScIkk'I
11:1.5 a.nt. Communion
Rev. Ivnn FuUer 
652-2812 
Omcc 652-43It 
9 to 12 ntxm 
Monday to Friday
Madam G.iskill witli her dancing girls, Mr. 
Frank Men s field and his two talented daughters 
and I'rofessor Taka (the club swinger), were 
rcccivei.1 w ith much enthusiasm on Friday. Many 
tine dances, magic act and strong-man pcrfomi- 
ance were enjoyed by the audience.
40 YEAILS AGO:
From the Oct. 30, 1940 Issue of The UeOew
,Vppr(>v,ini:0'.4y 3(V» jMieste were in attendance 
at tlie 20th annual hull of Mt, Newton Lodge. 
No. 89, held in the Agricultural Hall, Saanichton 
on.Oct.'''2.$.
' ■ i(r, iir Kr. ,
Mr, and Mrs, W,.L Skinner, of Sidney, re­
ceived vvord of the loss of their son, Edward 
Lomas Skinner, Skinner w as on the HMCS Mar- 
garee lost Oct. 22 in the .Nonh Atlantic follow ing 
a collisiort vs ith a laree merchant shin
60 ^'EAK.S .\(;0:
I'rom the Ocf. 28, 1920 is.siie of The Review
From Tod Inlet, the steamer Matsqui is busily 
engaged in carrying cement to Victoria, Vaii- 
couver and other ports,
take NOTICF
Will the people who took the lumber belong­
ing to the bathing houses kindly return the same 
to w here it was piled up and save funher trouble?
it it ie
A number of farmers met at the Berquist 
Theatre last night and discussed the question of 
tonning a local <if the Lniied Farmers of British 
Columbia. Mr. R.A- Copeland, president of Un- 
■ ited Farmers, s|H)kc .on the subject.
, The Peninsula 
Christadelphians
N(»w mfr( ill (he* Moose 
Hull, 7925 Fasi Saanich 
Road.
Sun. ” 11:15 a.m, 
Breaking of Bread
ALLWKLCOMK 







12 aX) noon 
ST. l■T.^'/XrtFTII's.■
aitwcii
10030 Third .Si., Sidney 
Ahile under conoruciiotU 
Saturday Mas* only 
7 p.m, at Si, Paul's 
United Church 
2410Mnlnvifw







Pastor Ernie Kralofil 
Phone 477-8478
Slellv’s Secondarv School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
SHILOH 




Victoria, B.C. VSR 2X1 
Phone: 592-5024
Sunday Service 




Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 






5506 Oldrield Rd. 
Sundays
9:45 a.m..:./,: _ Family" 
. Hour
11:00 a.m. Worship
6:00 p.m. , Evening:
: -Service; 
Wednesday









2295 Weiler Ave. 
Sunday, November 2 




Service (Lunch to 
follow Seiyice)
‘ 'Everyone Welcome'' 
Dennis J. Paap. Pastor 
Res. 656-7484^^^^^^ L 
Omce 656-272L .: i;
The Church By The 




792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Nov. 2 
Trinity XXII 
Pentecost XXlll
8:30 a.m. Communion 











Rev, J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676
BERA O t H 
BIBLE CHURCH
fi550 HamMorly Rd 
Sundoy Sorvicot 
10 Q m: 1) o m and 7 p rn 
Wt'c/ Mooting 7 p.m.
FOy L SPiVEY, Paffipr 
lnd«pond*nt Fundomontal











9925 5th Street 
SIONFiY, B.C.

























Rest. Haven Dr.. Sidnev 
SERVICES





Al l. ARE WEl.CO.Mi;







7(M)« W. Saanich Rtl. 
Brentwood Bay




of CanadaSIDNEY A 
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10364 McDonald Park Rd.






11 aX) a,111, Worship
Service
7'.(X) p.m. Praise & Sltiire 
Thut.sda>
7:CX,) p.m. Bible Study 
’■Preachitig the Chiisi*
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Helping hand from Sidney post office ensures every last United Way mailer reaches United Way 
representative Kenneth Ainslie. Mailer has proven successful so far, resulting in $6,524 of the 





Sidney Kiwanis Club 
and the Key Club, from 
Parkland high school, 
joined forces to collect 
$1,025 for the Terry 
Fox Cancer Drive.
The Key Club, spon­
sored by the local Kiwa­
nis organization, contri­
buted $ 128 to the over­
all amount.
And the winner of the 
^ raffle for the Kiwanis 
’ “autumn pack” — a 
? 25-pbund package of 
i raeatll^ wa's W^::Emerf 
fson, of White Birchf 
' The meat was donated 




A 21-year-old Coop-’ 
er Island resident re­
ceived a suspended 
sentence and was 
ordered to accept alco­
holism treatment during 
a nine-month program, 
for a theft from Brent­
wood Boat Rentals.
Andrew James Ed­
wards admitted taking a 
•14-foot boat and motor 
from Brentwood Boat 
^Rentals Oct. 14.
Court was told there 
was no damage to the 
boat, which Edwards 
used to go from Brent­




Sunday 9:45 a.m. —Teaching 11:00 a.m, Worsliip 
Family Teaching and Worship 
Panorama Leisure Centre (upstairs lounge)
Wednesday, Thursday 7:30 — Home Sharing Groups




MATCHING HANDBAGS & SHOES 
LEATHER AND SUEDE
iu








OFF On Purchase Of Sel
Thurs. Fri. & Sat. only 
(Oct. 30, 31 and Nov. 1st)





ad in this paper
Pilot, 48, flew 
recklessly,
fined $2,250
A 48-year-old pilot was fined a total of $2,250 
in Victoria provincial court last week in connec­
tion with an accident Aug. 9 at Butler airstrip in 
Central Saanich in which an aircraft crash landed 
hitting a parked vehicle and a tree.
Raymond Louis Morrison, 3991 Bear, 
pleaded guilty to operating an aircraft in a reck­
less manner and Hying an aircraft which did not 
have a certificate of airworthiness.
Judge William Ostler imposed a S2.000 fine 
on the first count and a $250 fine on the second.
Crown counsel Brian Day told court the inci­
dent took place Aug. 9 at the Butler airstrip and 
Morrison went to the Central Saanich police sta­
tion the next day.
Morrison told officers he had been at the air­
strip about 6:30 p.m. and was taxiing his Piper 
Tri-Pacer too fast and the plane look off. The 
aircraft did not have an operable airspeed indica­
tor, no seats and its airworthiness certificate had 
expired last December. Day said.
Moirison, who sat on four cushions, hadn’t 
flown in about a year and his pilot's licence 
expired August, 1979, Day added.
Morrison aborted his first attempt to land and 
came down too fast on his second try. causing the 
plane to veer to the left. The plane headed for a 
vehicle parked in the area and the vehicle’s own­
er initially hid behind his car, then went behind 
his plane, and finally jumped over a fence to take 
refuge behind a tree as Morrison’s plane hit the 
car, causing some $7,000 damage to the aircraft 
and $1,000 to the vehicle.
HAVE 
YOUR SAY
Do you approve of the $2.7 million expansion 





Do you feel Centra! Saanich residents should 
contribute to the costs of the centre?




May we use your name for Publication?
Results to be published. YesC] No Q





Oct. 29 - Nov. 2/80
WE RESERVE THE 












B.C, ECONOMY SIZE 
MAC INTOSH
appi.es












































































It) lliH Keg, (ir, Beef........ ...
It) Ihs Med. (Ir, Bed'
10 lllH Leim Or. Beef . , ,. . . .....
It) ll).s I’oiK Oluips r.iid .... ..... *19"'*
11) IBs I’eu'k Ohnps Olr. . . , V > • 1 t. vmifiiml
It) Ihs, Beef Sausage . . . *11""
H) Ib.'i, )’uik Sausage . ........... tt 'ill •'•mtt, < 1 < I- . AW. ..
11) Ills, Oiil-u)) iTTers ,.,,, ■ *11""*
VllSfl! E. SAANICH RD. 0
«f5a.47t2 - - DAILY .
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9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
656-4245
intersection
A four-way stop will 
be posted at the intersec­
tion of East Saanich 
Road and Saanich Cros­
sroad on a temporary 
basis by Central Saanich 
municipality.
Future plans are to 
make Saanich Cros­
sroad a throueh-road.





POPPY TAG DAYS NOV. 1-7-8
WREATHS PHONE 656-7421
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
said this week he is considering 
legal action against the Deep 
Cove and Eastern District Proper­
ty Owners' Association.
Rangel added that he has also 
discussed with his lawyers possi­
ble legal proceedings against the 
Peninsula Free Press newspaper 
over an article in a recent October 
issue.
The contemplated lawsuit 
against the Deep Cove Associa­
tion is in response to the associa­
tion's threat of legal action. 
Rangel explained Thursday.
In an Oct. 6 letter to North 
Saanich council, the association 
accused council of acting in “bad 
faith" on the Tsehum Harbor 
issue and warned of legal action 
unless a council-initiated propos­
al was rescinded. The proposal 
has yet to be rescinded.
Rangel said the threat makes 
him feel as if he’s on a “firing 
line” and pointed out it was the 
third time in his short term in 
office that council has been 
threatened with legal action.
The other two threats were 
made by former North Saanich 
mayor Paul Grieve over council’s 
decision to extend Wain Road, 
Rangel said. Neither of those 
threats has reached the courts.
“We’re just dropping lawsuits 
around.’’ Rangel commented, 
and added it was his belief the 
substance of all three lawsuits 
was “shaky”.
Nevertheless, Rangel believes 
threatening legal action can be 
personally “damaging”.
“In the minds of the public, 
here’s a guy who’s always in 
court.” Rangel said. T’ve got to 
strike back ... on behalf of all 
my colleagues.”
He said he has discussed legal 
action with his lawyers and hasn’t 
yet decided whether to follow 
through with suits against the 
Deep Cove Association or the 
Peninsula Free Press, or both.
The potential lawsuit against 
the Free Press is in connection 
with an article in the Oct. 15 issue 
on the association's plans to pro­
ceed with legal action over coun- 
cil's negotiations with North 
Saanich Marina on the Tsehum 
Harbor issue.
However, he later said action 
against the Free Press seemed un­
likely. but explained. “1 want to
keep my options open.”
Rangel said the debating pro­
cess “is being badly distorted.” 
because of the frequent threats of 
legal action.
He pointed out during the Oct.< 
20 council meeting that he and 
Cornford were appointed by 
council to negotiate the proposal 
with North Saanich Marina, and 
were only carrying out the in­
structions ot council.
However, Deep Cove Associa-'- 
tion president Larry Cross said* 
the association is not challenging 
any individual alderman’s integ­
rity.
We mean bad faith in the legal 
sense. Cross explained. “We 





The Saanich Pioneer Society’s annual tea will 
be held 2-4 p.m. in the Log Cabin Museum, 
Saanichton Fair Grounds, Nov. 16. Originally 
planned for Nov. 9, the tea was postponed so as 
not to conflict with the hobby show on the same 
site which takes place Nov. 8 and 9. The Log 
Cabin Museum will, as usual, be open to the 
public during the hobby show.
DtHSUGlff SBillMG TIME
■■ \ "■ '■ V' y. . -SVC'.
^ the en^ Time comes Energy
Saving Time; 'when heating and extra hot water use adds an 
extra burden to our currently limited supplies of electricity.
The problem^isY^uitejsirhple;, v‘T s;.
So we^ go home, turn up our heatings take showers 
and ccx)k around the same time.
You can m the effect-when, between 5pm and 
7pm, 200,000 heating systems, water heaters and ovens are 
all blasting a’way at full speed.
And you can imagine how nervous Hydro’s circuit 
monitors get when their dials suddenly zoom across to the 
point where our collective appetite is on the verge of 
overloading circuits from Victoria to Port Hardy.
Luckily, the answer is as simple as the problem, which 
will be with us every winter until 1983 when a new submarine 
cable from the mainland'will be in service.
When we cook, it would help to knock a few degrees off 
the heating thermostat.
When we use tlie oven, we can often cook whole meals 
in it to save using the top elements, and can avoid using the 
self-dean feature around dinner time.
Anytliing that uses hot water (dishes, laundry, showers, 
batlis) could be done outside die critical 5pm-7pm period.
Anything electrical (lights, TVs, etc.) not being used 
should be switched off.
Ironing and work with power tools can be left until later.
In other words, if we repeat all the tilings we did last 
winter, weH make it througli again in good shape.
It’s not that we can’t do all the tilings we want, just tliat 
we can’t all do them at tlie same time.





tral Saanich man was 
fined S600 last week in 
Victoria provincial 
court for assaulting a 
Central Saanich police 
officer.
Sean Charles Bee- 
croft, 2095 McTavish, 
pleaded guilty prior to a 
scheduled trial.
Judge Harold Alder 
was told the incident 
took place about 8:45 
p.m. Aug. 4 whe;n Bee- 
croft became violent 
during a narcotics 
search at 1903 Mount 
Newton Cross Road, 
V and punched Const. Pe­
ter Martin in the right 
.".cheek.,'' 'V'
Police were attending 
because of a complaint 




CIIILDREFI'S HALLOWE'EN PARTY 






Avoir! tlip plprlriral rush hour, Fipm-7pm.
B.C.HYDRO
■ * Costume Contest at 7:15 sharp
* Prizes for Best Costumes
* Free Hot Dogs and 
Soft Drinks for the Kids
* Coffee for Mom & Dad
* Big Bonfire and 
Fireworks Display
Starts
7 p.m. at the 4-H Building 
SAANICHTON AGRICULTURAL 
FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored by Ceniral Saanich 
Recreation and our Volunteer Fireman
EPsWmIBSSBSIH
DOYOU KNOW 
WHY YOUR SALES 
ARE HIGH BUTYOUR 
PROFITS AREN'T?
Your problem may Iicj in more? thon one area 
of business rr-anagemeni including pIOductlor^‘' .
planning, invonlory control, pricing arid cash
hovv. if you aon 1 navcj irie lime or the know-how to 
SwIvC >'wUi prcb'tji Vi by ii;,3vtevMHQ everv ciscvect of 
vour operntiorv get '.omecnr* who dogs r’'Aci- '4-. '' 
kor a modest fee on experienced counsellor 
car-i^provide you with sound, practical solutiortf.
lo♦ r H. le-.f-ttf I,.' ' .....■ ,.j V,., lO I it,;(pi
iricreas© your profits
it’s Our business to help your'buslness—'whv 
not call CASh today!
For more Information cal): 388-0161 
" •I'A. Baines, ^
Co-ordinator “
,”1






Army, Navy and Air 
Force veterans from 
across B.C. gathered in 
Sidney this past 
weekend for the provin­
cial quarterly conven­
tion hosted by Sidney 
Unit 302.
Business meetings 
were held by more than 
250 delegates in Sans- 
cha Hall and Sidney 
firchall Saturday. Dele­
gates from Stevcston 
Unit 284 presented an 
eight-foot propellor 
from an RCAF training 
aircraft to the Sidney 
unit. The propellor will 
be on display in the local 
club on 4th Street with
other service artifacts 
and memorabilia.
Delegates enjoyed a 
cold plate buffet pre­
pared by Sidney's ladies 
auxilliary Saturday and 
closed the luncheon 
with a giant-sized 
anniversary cake mark­
ing the 31st anniversary 
of the Sidney unit’s in­
corporation.
Liincht\i, 11 ;'50 - 2 
Dinneni from 5 p.m.
VVEKKIA' DIN^NER SPECIAL
Soue SaUncI H.-,r
Griilctl 'IVoiit SlulTctl with Crab 
Potatoes 
I'rcsh Vegetable 
Fresli Fruit Salad witli Kirsch
1095
Open for Sumfiy l,unch - 
Regular Alenu or Danioh 
Open-Face^ Samhrieheo 
Now Accepting Resc^v.^tions 
I'or Xni.'t.s P.ntic.s 
Open Fo'ety Day F.wepl TueoAay















B.C. Command president Frank Rice with provincial ladies auxilliary president Irene 
Beckthold and Sidney Unit No. 302 president Fred Reade. From across B.C., 159 veterans 
met in Sidney Friday to Sunday for quarterly convention of army, navy and airforce 
veterans. The veterans’ annual convention will be held Jan. 30 and 31 in Victoria.
Carol Berger Photo
A proposal for a parking area and beach access 
at Deep Cove wharf was sent to the advisory 
planning commission Monday by North 
Saanich's public works committee.
The proposal was put forward by an uniden- 
tifed Deep Cove resident at the meeting who said 
the bottom part of Deep Cove Road near the 
wharf is 40-feet wide and could accomodate 
parking. T/y'
Deep Cove Marina’s parking area might just be 
used by the marina.
Aid. Alan Cornford pointed out the parking at 
the bottom of Deep Cove Road leaves room for 
only three cars and would be“extremely res­
tricted”.
He also drew into question parking problems 
if the beach access at the wharf is opened to 
increased public use.
A rezoning applica­
tion by Montcalm En­
terprises for upgrading 
and additions to a prop­
erty between Mills Road 
and Henry Street was 
denied by Sidney coun­
cil Monday night be­
cause the changes re­
quested did not conform 
to the community plan.
The company plan­
ned to add eight one- 
bedroom suites to the 
present building.
Rezoning of a proper­
ty on Fifth to allow con­
struction of a 22Tinit, 
two-bedroom condomi­
nium by Kipot Con­
struction Ltd,of Sidney 
was allowed by council 
but a development per­
mit for the construction 
was, at this time, de­
nied.
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON! 
WILL BE ARRIVING SOON! 
BE SURE TO SHOP EARLY 
FOR BEST SELECTION.
In stock now, zoe are 
featuring KNITS.
2 pee and 1 pee dresses
MALBER INTERNATIONAL 
MR. LEONARD 
"SUSAN VAN HEUSEN 
AND CARLYLE
CORNER OF WEST SAANICH RD. & VERDIER AVE. ^ON. to SAT. -
PHO^E 652“5612 Beauliful Brentwood Bay SiSO 3.iB. tO SiBO P^ITI
ALL CANADIAN
and the whole wharf area could be “a beautiful 
cove” suitable for swimming. He suggested a} 
;"ramp with steps leading to, the beach be con- 
j strutted to the left of the wharf.
' " But. Aid. Jim Cumming pointed but there are 
. better beach accesses—- to sandy beaches — at 
Cromar, Downey and the other end of Madrona 
' Drive.
Cumming added that a parking area next to the
SAAMGM FEMNSULA
Seruing Sidney, North & Central Saanieh
A suggestion by North Saanich Aid. Jay 
Rangel for a boat launch at Pat Bay received a 
lukewarm reception Monday night from the 
municipal public works committee.
But committee nevertheless moved to seek 
recommendations/on the proposal from the 
advisory planning/commission.
“’I'liere is a requirement, a very serious re­
quirement” to provide boat access in North 
Saanich. Rangel told committee. He said he has 
been approached by a number of people with the 
same suggestion, and though he recognizes it 






w*Active in Community 
Affairs
i^'Over 35 years 
experience in 
the Insurance Industry
• Accideni'Sickness Insurance 
® Personal Insurance Planning • Employment Benefit Plans
• Mortgage Insurance ® Annuities
• Business Insurance ®R.R.S.P./D.P.S.P.
A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS










Rangel also suggested council look into some 
use of the federal government launch at the 
Occiin .Sciences Centre at Fat Bay.
Aid,Harold Parrott pointed out the municipal­
ity has lost the use of three launches --- the 
federal launch, one at Deep Cove and another at 
tlie Chalet --- without finding replacements.
On the other hiind. Aid, Jim Cumming asked 
if boat launches were a municipal responsibility 
and suggested users come from outside North 
Saanich,
He also saiil the space needed for cars and 
trailers can pose ”a massive parking problem”, 
with the vehicles there all day, ^
But Ald‘, Alim Cornford said he too had been 
iippisuiched about ii boat launch -- - by some 2.5 to 
.U) people, l ie suggested there could be problems 
with access and control, and adviseddt be in­
cluded in iin tn'erall foreshore study.
IJiM Rangel reiicriited that he only wanted 






























trict stiiff will prepare a 
full list of tralfie prob­
lems in Saanich, Sidney 
and North .Saanich 
ruuiTicip.iliiic.",,,
The request ci:|me 
from Trustee John Betts 
Ilf Moinlav's hoard 
meeting following re* 
ports of increasing traf­
fic oivOld West Saanich 
Hoad po.sing d:ingers 
chililrcn in the area,




Largest Solectlon In Town! 
BIAS PLY AND RADIALS 
IN NEW & RETREADS.














WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES - WHILE STOCKS LAST.
Prices effective: Oct. 29tti thru Nov. ^2, I W:;"
illlWm«IWIllllllllMlilllllfBHIII|IMlllllliy^^
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Sidney Days Society 
elected officers for the 
upcoming year at an 
Oct. 22 meeting at Sans- 
cha Hall. Eleanor 
Sowerby remains pres­
ident; Mrs. B. Griffith, 
vice-president; secret­
ary, Mrs. E. Roughley; 
treasurer, Mrs. R. 
Dunbar:
SEE THE FISHER 
DISPLAY TRAILER
and meet the factory 
Representatives 
^ Wayne Rourke 
^ Crane
I
^300°“ IM DOOR 
PRIZES
r DRAW TO BE HELD 
4:00 p.m. NOV. 1/80
Appointment com­
mittee chairman is Mrs. 
Griffiths, who will also 
handle publicity, prom­
otion and advertising.
Schedule of events 
ratified at the meeting 
included plans for a 
Christmas concert at 
Sanscha; events in Feb­
ruary and May are plan­
ned but have not yet 
been announced; Sidney 
Days on July 1, 1981, 




TOOL SETS WOOD BOX 
: & MANY MORE
Name
Members also 
pledged assistance and 
service to Sanscha flea 
Market. Cookbook dis­
tribution will begin late 
November, members 
were told.
COMPLETE THE COUPON 
& DROP OFF AT THE SHOP






Sidney letter carrier Mert Conrad explains letter carrier alert program to 45-year peninsula
resident Mabel Evenson, 9824 Resthaven.
Dr. J.A. Boutilier, 
BA,, MA., Ph.D., pro- 
Jfessor at Royal Roads
will address the 
Women’s Canadian 
Club Nov. 3 at 2 p.m. in
iNewcomb Auditorium 
in Victoria. His topic is:
he Royal Canadian 
iNavy in Retrospect.
Sidney letter carriers have joined their 
counterparts throughout Greater Victoria to for­
mally offer a service they have been performing 
informally for years:
It’s called “letter earners’ alert”, and is der 
sighed to help senior citizens and handicapped 
people in distress.
It involves local letter carriers keeping a 
watchful, eye pit seniors and handicapped for 
■ signs indicating' a need for assistance like 
uncollected mail or newspaper filling the mail 
box or any other unusual appearance around the 
'residence, , :
It's a voluntary program — and free. All local 
seniors or handicapped have to do is complete a 
registration form and return it to their letter car-
If there is a need for assistance, the carrier 
quickly contacts local alert authorities at the Sil­
ver Threads Centre and they in turn make 
arrangements for assistance as needed.
‘T think it’s a good idea,” says Sidney letter 
carrier Mert Conrad. “Sidney has quite a few
tier.
But he adds most carriers have been doing it 
for a long time -— the new program only formal- : j,; 
izes the procedufe -and iale to older ’ .
people and handicapped along his route. V 
The program ig'a joint undertaking by the ■ 
Letter CarriersMJnion of Canada, Local 11; Un- * ' 
ited Way of Victoria; Canada Post; and Silver 
Threads://'
For more information on the program contact 
your local letter carrier or 388-4268.
.11
Sidney council gave 
permission Monday to 
the Saanich Peninsula 
branch of the Royal 
Canadian Legion to
hold a parade in Sidney 
on Remembrance Day. 
at 10:30 a.m, from 
Beacon Plaza mall and 
proceed to the war
memorial in Sidney, re­
turning to Army, Navy 
and Air Force Club on 
4th Street.
Mayor Norma Sealey
was asked by the War 
Memorial Committee of 
Sidney to place a wreath 
on the memorial.
The uninistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and
accessories
From
Slide show set 
for children’s fund
Sidnev aiid |ames Ba\ S(iuaie 
f).^()-:L')22 384-19:12
A slide and show in aid of the Save the Chil- *■ 
dren Fund will be held Nov, 21 at 7:.10 p.m, in 
St. Andrew’s Church hall on 4th Street. Sidney, .. 
The show will feature travel through Turkey, 
Iran/Iraq. Afganistan, tmd India up to'Nepal, No 
admission fee bul there will be a silver collec­
tion.
iiiMiSiai
Every year, thousands of British 
Columbiaworkers suffer painful 
eye injuries.
' The real tragedy is that 
so many of these i n juries 
could have been avtiided 
by the use of proper 
eye protection,
Don't be one of this year's 
statistics—wear proper eye 












— Saanich School District since 1956.
— Three daughters educated in 
district!
— KCAl'-Shot Down —
Prisonor-of-VVar.
— Toronto Slar--Oshawa Times-Ga/elte 
— Irish Press (Dublin) — Daily 
Colonist—Sidney Review.
Columnist — Daily Colonist •—Victoria Post - 
Sid hey Review.
Community --On boards of; Peninsula Communils' 
Association: DARS iGreater Victoria 
Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation 




able lo read and write well,
At present this is not always true.
All alcohol and drug a wareness program should be considered to meet an 
ever-growing problem among students.
Administration is one thing, policy another, trustees should hold fast to 
the latter and leave the farmer to professionals.
FOR TRUSTEE IN SAANICH SCHOOL DISTRICT 63 
.RITREGENTING CENTRAL! SAANICH
on Nov. 15th vole
(PAT) A IL MURPHY
Wednesday, October 29, 1980 THE REVIEW Page 9
I
11'file Hit of wIiinePi teeps oii ipowiiii§s
Wi've M an approMlmate total of
gi,iii EKOWMEm
anil tliirs's still a possllili
mtii WMEEiTOiOl
All limers are ellgliile for 











“FOR THE TRICK OR TREATERS”
ASSORTED CANDY BARS, GUMS, JELLY BEANS, ETCJ 




B.C. Grown Assorted Sizes 
‘Carve yourself a 
Jack 0’ Lantern’
(150 kg.)
Available Until October 31st 
or While Stocks Last ......



























Tide Powdered Laundry . 2.4 box
Cat Food




Maxwell House 10 oz. (283 g.) iar
for
SAVE If
Heinz 11 Ol. (313 ml.) bottle
• ■••eevRBVttll fVtvnneBntntn*
SAVE
5^ Bread Skylark Sliced 





2 Ply Assorted Celors run4 pkg.






In yuur Friendly Sidney
■ Safeway store. ;
Sales in Rotail Quantities 
Only, C A N A O A S A F E W A Y L I IVf I T E D
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Legion’s Colleen
rolls highest ever
Top honors at Mira­
cle Lanes went to three 
local bowlers last week
in league play.
From the Wednesday 
Legion League, Colleen
VERSATILE FIBERGLASS TANKS
« Septic « Holding « Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA
sanKEff*! acc RflEP s*n ^0218 Bower Bank Rd. rlEiHuLASd BnrO. UU. Sidney 656-5121
Dear Sir or Madam;
Are you planning a Christmas or New 
Year’s party for your staff or friends? If so, 
the Victoria Airport Travelodge has full 
facilities and would be pleased to provide 
you with menus and prices.
Our Banquet Room seats 140 and our 
pleasant staff are capable of looking after 
your requirements at any function. And, if 
your group is small, ask us about our Din­
ing Room rates.,
Please call and let us assist you in mak­
ing your gathering a happy one.
Yours Truly
Riddell rolled her high­
est score ever with 359- 
795, while Wilf Tripp, 
of the Credit Union 
League, bowled his 
highest score in 20 years 
wUh 345-763.
Gus Dumont, in the 
Friday Golden Age 
League, scored a high 
count of 354-722.
In Sunday lane play, 
two Youth Bowling 
Club senior teams from 
Wilson’s Bowl Adrone, 
in Esquimau, bowled 
against two Sidney 
teams.
Sidney’s team 1, cap­
tained by .Andrew Dean, 
won two and lost one, 
while team 2, captained 
by Bruce Rolph, won 
one, lost one and tied 
one.
Bowlers are re­
minded to attend Satur­
day’s free bowling cli­




2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
Students of Stelly’s 
school cooking class 
will travel to Nanaimo 
Nov. 10 to visit Malas- 
pina College’s cook’s 
training facility. Guide 
for the tour will be 
world renowned pastry 
chef and Olympic cham­
pion pattisierre, George 
Wagner.
The Sunday race on OctoberVl9th was a DNF 
10*’ anniversary Christmas & prize-giving party
'Oec. lA*), Princess Mary. For information call Liz 
Martmah 656-3159 or Barb Benthani (356-3659. 
Lirnit^mb. of tickets "so’call early.
Racd results for the Saturday October, 25®'; race 







® 50% OFF Rubber Rain Suits MIF
® 25% OFF McBean Foul Weather Gear 
® 10% OFF ALL MARKED PRICES mB¥» 1
• 7 lb. anchors $15°^
Come in and see our many
® 10 lb, anchors # other in-store specials.
® 15 lb. anchors
9732 LVSt , Siciney 638-6621
T H U ri O .e R B I R o
















VICTORIA CURLING CLUB officials 
are awaiting the visit of the Silver Broom 
selection committee with hope and some tre­
pidation. Duluth and Regina are also bidding 
for the 1983 men’s world curling champion­
ship and the committee is making a three-day 
tour of the potential sites starting in Duluth 
Dec. 10 and ending in Victoria Dec. 12. Vic­
toria has almost everything going for it but 
■ could be faulted for not having a facility large 
I enough to handle the event’s banquet needs 
. . . what rates as the outstanding achieve­
ment of the year in sport was turned in early 
this month by a three-year-old named Niat- 
ross. Not yet through a second racing year but 
already the leading money-winner in the his­
tory of standard-bred racing, the wonder colt 
paced a time-trial mile in an amazing 1:49'/‘;. 
That was almost three seconds faster than the 
previous record and there are horsemen who 
claim that Niatross is capable of a 1:45 mile, 
but there has been a S20 million syndication 
and talk of a S40,000 stud fee and it may be 
that another season of racing will be consi­
dered a bit too risky . . . coach Bill Fitch, of 
the Boston Celtics, agreed that in B.B. Plen­
ary his club has perhaps the most-talkative 
rookie in the National Basketball Association 
with the wry comment that “he may be the 
first player 1 have ever had who will have to 
get his tonsils taped.’’ . . . major-league 
baseball got a tremendous boost from its sea­
son-ending dramatics, particularly in the Na­
tional League playoff and the World Series. 
There was much sloppy play, some question­
able managing and spotty hitting and pitching 
to go with the brilliant moments, but there 
was alw'ays suspense and that's the fanfare 
that sells . . . there can’t be anything in sport 
more ridiculous than outfitting three-year- 
olds in complete hockey uniforms, including 
face masks. That’s five years, at least, too 
soon for anything more than supervised skat­
ing . . . the 14th annual Victoria Sports 
Celebrity Dinner has again been set for the 
first Monday in March and it’s heard that 
football-great Jackie Parker will be among 
speakers. Tiger Williams, of the Vancouver 
Canucks, and former ski-champion Nancy 
Greene are other possible head-table guests 
. . . one has to use imagination in trying to 
figure out how Jody Johnston, a teenaged 
righthander rated by Philadelphia Phillies as 
one of their best prospects, wounded himself 
in the head while target-shooting . . . if the 
desianated hitter rule had been in effect when
Babe Ruth was starting his career, baseball 
would probably have wound up with another 
hall-of-fame pitcher instead of its most- 
famous home-run hitter ....
ir ir ir ir
GORDIE FADDEN, a solid hitter who 
can catch and play the outfield, is expected to 
turn out with Victoria Budgets next season. 
The former Abbotsford star is employed in 
Courtenay and has expressed an interest in 
playing for the one-time world champions 
. . . Dallas Cowboys certainly have had their 
share of quarterback talent. Danny White, 
w'ho did the punting for several years as he 
waited for a chance, has been an adequate 
replacement for the great Roger Staubach 
but the Cowboys released Jim Zorn, the left­
hander who has made Seattle Seahawks a 
team to be reckoned with, and they also once 
owned Steve DeBerg. who is first-string for 
San Francisco 49ers and seems set for a fine 
career . . . defensive-end Ezra Johnson, of 
the Green Bay Packers was aggrieved when 
he was fined SI ,000 for eating a hot dog on 
the bench during a game his team lost by 
0-38. “I ate it because I was hungry." was his 
plaintive explanation . . . Jacques Plante is 
usually given credit for being the goalkeeper 
who introduced face masks in hockey, but 
Clint Benedict, of the Montreal Maroons 
used one during the 1929-30 National Hockey 
League season . . . Brooklyn Dodgers may 
have been the best known but they weren’t the 
only major league baseball team in the histor>' 
of the New York borough. There were the 
Brooklyn Wonders, who played in the Play­
ers’ League in 1890; the National League 
Brooklyn Bridegrooms, in existence from 
1890 to 1898, and the Brooklyn Tip Tops, in 
the federal league in 1914 and, 1915 . . . the 
University of Kansas has a freshman football 
prospect named Fernando de San Miguel
and there is more than his name that is diffe­
rent about him. What makes this 250-pounder 
a bit unique is that he is a 34-year-old Mex­
ican who has been married to a concert pianist 
for 12 years and has been variously employed 
as a professional wrestler, a stuntman spe­
cializing in wrestling alligators and a police 
chief. . . Pee Wee Reese, who did it in 1958, 
is the last white player to win the National 
League’s base-stealing championship . . . 
Gale Sayers, who might have become the 
greatest running back in football history but 
for the leg injury which ended his career ear­
ly, recently won a cow-chip throwing contest 
at a state fair but remained his modest self “1 
just wanted to get the thing out of my hand,’’ 
he explained ...
ir ^ ir ir
RICK WISE, of the San Diego Padres, is 
the only pitcherer who can claim he has 
beaten every' one of the 26 major league base­
ball clubs. In fact, he has scored at least three 
victories over every club, and has lost at least 
once to all of them ... at this point in the 
National Hockey League schedule, the de­
velopment of the season is that Vancouver 
Canucks are playing as if they care. The new 
desire and dedication has resulted in solid 
performance which has made them worth 
watching, and it should bring them at least a 
.500 rating for the season. The new Canucks’ 
might even be good enough to manage 90 
points from their 80 schedule games . . . 
George Harknett. president of the Capital 
City Turf Club, suffered a big loss in Septem­
ber when a Major Hike Colt, by Bold Laddie, 
died ... the last player selected in this year’s 
National Football League college draft, 
Tyrone McGriff, understandably believed 
he had a better chance to make it with the 
Toronto Argonauts than the Pittsburgh 
Steelers, but the Canadian Football League 
club, adding another sorry' story to a long list, 
decided McGriff wasn’t good enough. 
However, the Steelers were still interested 
enough to make him an offer which included a 
signing bonus and McGriff did the rest by 
making the cut when the National Football 
League champions decided on their 45 roster 
players ... it was a bit of a mystery when 
Scotty Bowman, certainly a positive type 
when he coached Montreal Canadiens to all 
those Stanley Cup victories, selected the 
pedantic Roger Neilson to be coach of the 
Buffalo Sabres. So far, however, it looks as 










Depth is important when fishing. If you’re 
fishing for salmon, the lure should be slightly 
above where you judge the fish to be, or where 
you can see them on your depth sounder. :
. When you get a strike, remember to return 
your lure to same depth and location as it was 
when the fish struck: chances are good that the 
school is still there. : ; : y
As a general rule, fish deep for springs and 
shallow for coho.
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE





2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westpoint Marina
656-1221
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon. - Fri. 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9-2
• For all your Mercruiser parts and service, specializ-
; • Paint.ar
t f A’’ IIV li-s' l. I'l'ii.i ‘'"('rW V«VVV'(^ -'f /V'
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtciy of
•*1 *%
n«w and used • tAll and powoir
656-7286 10431 Rosthaven
(corner Harbour Rd, & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown are "Standard Timos"
lENNOS 31' hard top express 
with bridge. Twin engines, fresh water 
cooled, 6.5 Onan, VHP, C.B,, sound­
er, sloreo, inm tabs, bow docking 
lights, tinted glass, electric heat, large 




Dote Time Ft, Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft. On Display At
Ocl.aO Thu. 0316 3,0 1140 11.0 1810 8,1 2050 8,4
Oct, 31 Fri, 0415 3,7 1225 11.0 1920 7,5 2235 7,8
Nov, 1 Sat, 0520 4,4 1315 11.0 2010 6,8
Nov, 2 Sun. 0030 7,7 0615 5,0 1345 10,8, 2050 6,1
Nov, 3 MO',1. 0155 7,9 0’/25 5,6 1425 10,6 2110 5,4
Nov, 4 Tuos, 0305 0.4 0815 6,2 1450 10.3 2140 4,7
CANOE COVE YACHT SALES
2300 Canoo Covo Road 
(Next to the Ferry Terminal) 
Open soven days
Nov, 5 Wod. 0400 8,9 0905 6,’7 1510 10.1 2155 4,0 656-5711 656-3915
Wc live in one of the mo»l tiemutiful nre»i of the world. Re«pon*iblo for thl» li the *«®. 
Uniiredkiahic hut »«d»fylng, ihc )»«» nvany facM. We at Skookum reiiiect her 
demaiuli. The lioats wc hj|l|dj the f»(w4ucti,’»c'cMii0rtef we iwH will allow




; OMC StaNk iTMyc* h




T'w yj'T'Scrvfcci ,. 





.....  . » Comi'ifmiittmt wtii.' ■■
,1 ' ',(*)!( 1,^ . ^
tomoo/irwMariwf .
Marine Service
2072 Hcniy Ave., Sidney 656-7311 or 656-7664
., 3'w.ut. - iSyi.iiLu
PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
» .Michigan props up to 15% off ^ OMC accessories up to 15% off 
® Allspeed aluminum boat .trailers 
individually priced
1013 4 - McDoiiald Park Ilcl.
Sidney 656-7023
UMUHd




In a game of debated 
referee ctdls. Lake Hill 
defeated Peninsula 
Sharks 3-1 in Saturday 
socecr.
Lake Hill opened 
with two goals in the
first half but the Sharks 
held together. At the 20- 
minute mark. Sharks re­
ceived a penalty kick.
Standouts for the
Sharks were first year
player David Neil, who 
carried much of the 
p lay. a n d .A 11 a s t a i r 
Campbell, who played a 
strong defence.
Near miss on header comes early in senior boys high school soccer action Friday in game between Stelly’s and Claremont.
Claremont didn’t miss often en route to 6-0 victory.
Parkland and Stelly’s 
senior boys’ soccer 
clubs managed only a 
single point apiece last 
week in Victoria high 
school league play and, 
as a result, watched as 
otlier 'School clubs 
climbed above them in 
league standings. ^ 
"Parkland fell into a 
three-way tie for last 
spot in the 1 1 -team 
league when it could 
only muster a 2-2 tie 
with Esquimalt. Tim 
Chad and Larry Kubec
found the mark for the 
Parkland squad, while 
Kevin Morgan and 
Dave Caldwallader re­
plied for Esquimalt.
E s q u i m a 11 m o v e d 
into a tie with Parkland 
and St. Michael's Uni­
versity 'School later in 
the week when it drew 
3-3 with Oak Bay.
Meanwhile, Parkland 
went down to defeat at 
the hands of second 
place Spectrum 9-1. 
Dan Worrall scored the 
lone Parkland goal.
while Derick Gelaude 
led Spectrum scorers 
with four goals.
Parkland has three 
points on a win and a tie 
in eight games so far this 
season and his one game 
1 e ft tp p I ft y a g a i n s t 
Reynolds;;-;
Stelly’s sole point for 
the week came in its 1 -1 
tic with Reynolds. Ian 
Dunn counted the only 
Stelly’s marker while 
Russ Gurney responded 
for Reynolds.
Stelly’s then went up
against rival Claremont 
— which was only a 
single point ahead of the 
Central Saanich school 
at the time — but was 
drubbed 6-0.
Martin Vale and 
Mike Henderson each 
scored a pair of goals for 
Claremont; Steve Ben- 
net picked up a single, 
with the last Claremont 
marker coming on a 
Stelly’s “own goal”.
Stelly’s played hard 
for most of the match.
but was simply worn 
down by the stronger 
Claremont team.
The win m o v e d 
Claremont into a three- 
way tie tor second spot. 
along w i fh M o u n t 
Douglas and Belmont. 
C1. a r e in o n t has w o n 
five, lost three and tied 
one so far this season.
; They close out league 
play with a match 
against league-leading 
Victoria High, while 
Stelly’s plays Duns- 
muir.
Peninsula clubs came up big in a number of 
games in Lower Island Youth Soccer Associa­
tion play over the weekend, and one of the big­
gest winners was division 4C Peninsula Dol­
phins. who cruised lo an easy 7-0 victory over 
Gordon Head Acme.
Meanwhile, in other play, division 5C Penin­
sula Hornets dropped Lake Hill Esso 4-1 and 
/division 6A Peninsula Eagles downed Prospect 
l.ake Oldfield Service 3-1.
In division 6G action, it was Peninsula War­
riors edging Prospect Lake Trevs Drywall 2-1, 
while in division 61) the Peninsula Cobras 
squeaked out a 3-2 win ewer Gordon I le;id UCT.
In division 7C Peninsula Steelers bhmked 
Gordon Mead Shelboiirne Drugs 7-0. Peninsula 
Rovers iiiul Juan tie P’uca Van Isle Mouliling 
biiitled to a LI draw in division 71). while else­
where in that division. Peninsula Leoptirds fell
3-1 to Juan de Fuca Cubbon.
Division 8 west action saw Bay United Deltas 
trim Peninsula Whiiecaps 11-0, while in division 
8 east play Peninsula Rowdies went down 3-0 at 
the hands of Prospect Lake Island Industries In­
sulation,
Peninsula Sharks stumbled 3-1 to Gordon 
Lake Hill Tom’s Pizza in division 8 south, wliile 
in division 8 north Peninsula Panthers dropped a 
6-0 decision to Lansdownc Rangers,
Peninsula Wanderers and Liike Hill Mercury 
Marine fought to a scoreless draw in division 9 
south play, while in the same division Peninsula 
Sounders nipped Prospect Lake TIkutic Lennon 
Idectric 1-0,
In division 9 w^cst it was Lake Hill Suburban 
over Peninsula Rangers by a 3-1 count, and Gor­






Midge Cole captured the Ardmore l.adics’ 
C'lnb Cbampionship this yciir Avilh Isttbel Valen­
tine taking home the silver plate and Shirley 
Hayes picking up the bronze plate. ..
Mabel Slow emerged as nine-hole champion, 
\vltile lirnastine Scott took second spot,
ItV other events over the 1980 setisoti Irene 
Clarke wott the par cup and Dorothy limerson 
took the par bowl. The Spring Cup went to Rtrse 
Creak, with 'fommic lilmslcy in the runner-up 
position.
The nine-hole spring plate went to Mab 
Bacon, with Daphne I'arkcs runner-up. while 
Lovey Petrie took the J,J. White Cup and Mary 
Girdler captured the nine-hole J.J. While itxtphy.
The du Temple Cup was Won by Hose Creak 
and Tommie Elmsley, while Mab Bacon and 
Diiphuc Paikc.s captuied the nine liulc du Tcm 
pIc Cup,
I'hc Margaret Rose Cup went to Shirley 
Hayes, while the T aylor Cup was won by Ethel 
Willtams and Miibel Slow. Irene Clarke tot>k the 
winter round robin and Audrey Benn topped
everyone for the handicap reduction awanl and 
the Canadian Ladies' Golf Association awartl. 
Rose Creak took second spot.
The nine-hole CLGA winner was Mabel 
Slow, with Daphne Parkes runner-up and Jean 
Rowbottom won the business girls’ CLtiA 
trophy.
The Ardmore twilight mixed foursome tour­
nament winners were Irene Clarke and l,en 
Valentine. They won the Barr Trophy, T he win­
ter mixer trophy lournameni was captured by 
Dorothy Hanson and Ted Clarke.
Meanwhile, in club business, Joyce Marshall 
was chosen as captain for the 1980 ladies execu­
tive with Janet Webb vice-capiain.
Rounding out the rest of the, executive are; 
Dorothy Dunlop, treasurer; Dorothy Emerson, 
scciclaiy; Ardcna Simp!,on, handicap chairman; 
Irene Clarke, rules chairman; Mildred Tripper, 
ccleciie hoard chairman; Louise Kaiser, council- 
lot lor new mcmheis; Maxine Jolm.slon, social 
convenor. Hose (Teak, sick and visiting con­
venor; Mabel Slow, publicity.
James Rede fern's 
goal midway through 
the second half lifted 
Peninsula Kickers into a 
1-1 draw with Lake Hill 
Buckle Electric Satur­
day in a division 7A soc­
cer match al Rcvnolds 
I’aik.
The two teams had 
played to a scoreless 
liall' limc tie as peninsu 
la keeper Paul McIntyre 
made numerous key 
saves to keep his learn in 
the game.
'fhen in the seeond 
hiilf the Kickers’ hack 
line stiffened while the 
midficlilers and forwarti 
line put pressure on the 
Lake Mill side, TTie 
Lake Hill goal came in 
the five minute mark of 
(he seeond ludf against 
the Bow of play on a 
,i direct free kick while a 
confused peninsula side 
looked on.
f,ee Robson and 
Chris Adams played 
well in their hackfield 
positions while Jason 
Bonneau and James 






It’s early to he iliink- 
ing about Christmas, 
but not at die post office 
where employees are 
le.tdyiiig fm the auumd 
crush of mail, You 
should check foreign 
mail deadlines to ensure 





— DARK BLUE OmIjz
BELL SHIMTS — western cut
REO., MED. TALL ^
& LARGE TALL & OVERSIZE
"Lois of Wool Slocks Jor Winler Warmth"
Bumper 30 ^^^30.000 
scores
oarts and ...os, See me 









Make sure you can see where 
you're going this winter! Replace 
burned-out headlights with these 















e.g, 1157 bulb fits most stop and 
turn signals. 1,20 card ol 2,
WESTINGHOUSE 
TROUBLE LAMP BULBS
Quality 120 volt bulb, 
biiill lo take it when 
the going gets tough! 




1/2" Drive Socket Sot In 
tough chrome alloy stool, 
SAE, Sizos S125.
i lii mawirnr trtt
BUMPER TO BUMPER
iiiiiM'.i ii'i' ii.i.ifiiiini'. hiM I mu uiiii tiuiO'j ii fiiiiikiU Mild niii Y*iii!iii '.iim niuiiiiiiHf*, ikwiho
Vi'.ii .iiK'l MiiMtif Clwiqn Arilciditio dt innii MdUiiiio i,lw|i i.iiivitt (itlcit'd dl Mim« wcstiwiit ’
Bumper to Bumper Location: 
Andy’s Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney 
Tel: 656-7281 Locally owned & opomtod
By Andy and Joyce
huhmiMI ■MM liiMiiMiii iiii mii









Co»*rnm#nt “Chip’' program .. save on 
•n«fyy-€tftciant Fibregtaas Insulation. Gat up 
to tSOO.OO Government Grant on inautatlon rt 
your homt waa buiit befora t96i. Sea your 












Truly a decorator's Oeltgnt In Hrve quality, 
real «rood panellirtg S 16''k3''‘2" Kiln Dried 
Tongue and Groove. Red Cedar 21 aq. ft. 
pkg. Select TIgh* Kr>ot.
195
KHOHYPINE
Aa freah aa the rugged outdoor'a. Fine 
quality real wood panelling. 5 
Klin Dried Tongue ar>d Groove Knotty Plr>e 




Essy for tho do-it^yourMlfer 
to do e professionai'lookirig 
iob with any of Windsor’s 
colling systtams or tilaa.
irnr ceiiift} Tiki ii|S9
64 sq. ft. ctn.. ......... i
ir’iir Deesratcf . .
ni. -f-195


















Brown or White. High quality, 
fully-bodied stain ideal for any 






GIS Walnut .... 
4x8xy4







Navar run out of con> 
Uct cement. Atways a 
handy Item to have 
around the home 
workshop.
YlfQDp IS WHAT WINDSOR IS ALL ABOUT 
CdOTIHEHTAt SERIES
Windsor has panelling for every need. 
Corrye and see our beautiful selection of 
woodgrain, V-oroove and flat panels. 
Perfect panels for the new Interior look. 
4'x8*x4 mm ............... ..
KITCHEN PANELS
Wood wait panels with a 'vinyl' overlay in 
excitingly different patterns. Washable 
and durable, lust perfect for kitchen, 
bathroom or kiddies' bedroom.
4’x8'x4 rnm .,......^............. .
BEDROOM PANELS
Soft colored panelling. Ideal (or bed* 




Your choice of... BUCKINGHAM WALL 
PANELLING an elegant reproduction 
of the ctaosicai panelling that has graced 
fine European homes. BRICK WALL 
PANELLING — looks like Individual 






'First Come.’First Served ' 
If you've'ever dreamed of own­
ing a grandfather clock without 
having to pay $800 or more, 
this is your chance/ 
e Battery driven movement 
and chimes 
» Ornamental weights 
• Solid American red oak and 
oak veneer
» Comes unassembled
MINI FIRE LOGS 
Miniature fire logs 
that will burn 
brightly in your 





Tru-Lok Tapes in unbreakable chrome-plated 
Cycolac cases. 16' long tape. Its positive lock 
prevents the blade from slipping back into the 
case. _ .
Easy-to-read yellow blade.




Solid cedar doors in 
two attrative designs. 
Buy just the door or 
have us hang II lor 
you.




TRADE M” YOUR OLD TOOLS
HAUWAY PANELS
A bMutItuI Mflet ot wall panala to doco- 
rate a hallway, dining room or bedroom. 
Chooae (tom Sunthine Foraat, Summer 
Olo, nein end Autumn Qlo.
4'aS'i4 mm .................................................
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TOOL 
FOR A NEW TOOL
Bring In ANY old hand lool... we otter a GIANT 
SIZE "Trade-In Allowance" on each lool In our 
special "TOOL BIN." Name-brand tools ,,, Stan­
ley. Weller, Disslon. Bosllch,
ITEM Reg. PiiceWitli Trade YOU PAT
14" Fuller Pipe Wrer>ch................... .... 16.50 6.00 10.50
8" Adj. Fuller Wrench ............ ...... 8.95 3.00 5.95
Fuller Claw Hammer............ .......... .... 12,50 5.00 7.50
Stanley Homeowner Square ...... .... 14.65 5.00 9.65
Stanley Z-t" Alum. Level ................. .... 21,59 8.00 11.59
Weller Soldering Kit......................... .... 30,25 8.00 22.25
Hip Root Tool Bo* ........................... .... 18.75 5.00 13.75
Disslon 26"*8 pi. Saw ...................... .... 15.80 5.00 10.80
Boslltch Stapler..................... ........ .... 29,95 12,00 17,95
Vise Grips ............. ............................ .... 19.00 6,00 13.00
Tape Measure Staneley 1"«16'___ .... 17.85 7,00 10.85
STANLEY
GARAGE OOOIRiwmm
• Dependable Vrh.p. motor
• Opens doors IB'xT’ high
• On-off llphling
• Poaltivofy locks door
• Meets regulations D.O.C. 
eSA approved








ready to go. Various 
sizes to choose from.
ea
I ■'' ' I "I ''®
'■I ‘y'‘iPa
Completely re*fnce your kitchen 
with those beautiful pre-flnished 
cupboard doors. Various sizes. 
Factory No, 2.
FROM............................ ................
K-LUX DECORATIVE BRICK 
LIGHTWEIGHT, FIREPROOF
Safe, easy to keep clean and can 
bo applied on almost any 
Bmoolh surface, authentic look­
ing. Textured and colored to 
took used.
5-6 sq,






SELECTION and SAVINGS on all 
your bi-fold door roquiromonts. 
Check the slzoa ... chock tho 
aawlngs.
ry2 EMBOSSED WALNUT
2'x'6’0" ...............  10,95.
4*xC'r’ ..........................38.90






Ideal for boats, tables or floors.
49
sq. ft.
2120 KEATING X RD. 652-5632 TNI PLYil«HN» PtCfti
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Freight holds lead
Sidney Freight strengthened its hold on first 
place in the Sidney Men’s Recreational Hockey 
League last week with another win — this time a 
19-1 shellacking of Shelboume Texaco.
But the Freight should keep a close eye on the 
Weatherguard club (formerly the Combines) 
which is only two points back of the league 
leaders following a pair of victories last week.
Weatherguard opened the week’s play with a 
slim 8-7 victory over Travelodge Oct. 22. Rick 
Vincent played a strong game for Weatherguard. 
netting a hattrick and picking up two assists for a 
five-point evening.
Daryl Redding added a goal and two assists, 
while teammates Steve Ormond and Gary Kil- 
gour chippted in a goal and an assist and a single 
assist, respectively.
For Travelodge, Dale Tweedhope provided 
some sparkle with two goals and an assist, while 
Mike Miller picked up a pair of goals and Brian 
Coward added five assists.
Weatherguard appeared to have the game well 
in hand.after the second period — leading-6-2. 
But Travelodge stormed back for five third 
period goals to close the gap.
Meanwhile, Oct. 24 Sidney Freight jumped to 
a quick 5-0 lead after one period, and never 
looked back in its game against Texaco. The
Freight squad added another five goals in the’ 
middle frame and nine more in the last period.
Dean Wintergerter notched Texaco’s only 
goal, while Rob Smith and Ross Anderson led 
Freight goal scorers with five apiece. Anderson 
also picked up three assists. A vie Stubbington 
had a good night as well, netting four goals and 
setting up two others.
Finally. Weatherguard managed another two 
points Oct. 26 with a 7-5 win over Hotel Sidney. 
The game started off well with the score knotted 
at the end of the opening frame at two goals 
apiece.
Weatherguard added a single goal in the mid­
dle frame to take a 3-2 lead, and oulscored Hotel 
Sidney 4-3 in the final period for the win.
Daryl Redding led Weatherguard with two 
goals and an assist, while Jim Pickering picked 
up three points on a goal and two assists. Steve 
Ormond helped out with another pair of goalsr
For Hotel Sidney, it was Ken Norbury and 
Chris Cheadle leading the way, each with a goal 
and an assist. •
Games this week see Shelboume Texaco take 
on Weatherguard Wednesday (tonight), Sidney., 
Freight meet Sidney Hotel Friday, Royal Oak 
battle Travelodge Sunday and Weatherguard. 





ers’ hockey club will 
host a mini-tournament 
Saturday at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. The 
opening game goes at 8 
p.m. with Cowichan 
Valley playing Saanich 
Warriors, while at 9:30 
p.m. Peninsula takes on 
Hampton Park.
One other mini- 
tournament will be play­
ed this year on the 
peninsula — Dec. 6. 
prior to the Pacific Gup 
Tournament Feb. 23.
There wilf be no 
admission fee to the 
mini-tournament Satur­
day and even,'one is in­
vited “ to see hockey the 
way it should be 
played’’.. ^
Shurnka
Bob played safe 
and nearly blew it
It was a day of 
triumph for Glen 
Meadows’ professional 
golfer Bob Beauchemin 
as he became the only 
Canadian to win an 
approved tournament 
players’card at the U.S. 
Professional Golfers’ 
Association qualifying 
school in Fresno, Calif, 
over the weekend.
But Beauchemin 
admitted he nearly blew 
it on'his final round 
Saturday.
With only 25 cards 
available, Beauchemin 
finished 20th with a 288 
performance, shooting 
76-67-72-73. Thcri 
means he: is eligible to
qualify for tournament 
play under the 1981 
PGA schedule.
Beauchemin started 
out Saturday’s round 
with birdies on each of 
the first three holes. 
“Then the wheels fell 
off." he said. “I started 
playing safe and almost 
lost it."
Beauchemin was 
playing with another 
Greater Victoria golfer 
— J i m Rutledge . 
H o \L- e V e r. Rutledge 
failed to make the 36- 
hoie cutoff. Rutledge 
fired a disappointing 75- 
78 —- 1 5 3, whi 1 e 
Beauchemin started 
poorly with an opening
Win
Tim Shumka's two 
goal performance 
sparked. North Saanich 
volunteer fire depart­
ment to a 3-2 victory 
over Sidney Tire in a 
Midget Inter-city league
game S aturday at Panor­
ama Leisure Centre.
Shurnka also assisted 
on the Volunteer’s third 
goal by Derek Nicolson.
Darren Tomlin notch­
ed both markers for Sid- 
nev Tire.
round 76, but came tjack 
strong in the second 
round with a 67.
The southpaw from 
Glen Meadows said he 
was looking to shoot par 
or better in the third 
round, and fired a one- 
over par 72.
Beauchemin said he 
will probably attempt to 
qualify for the season­
opening tournaments in 
California and Arizona 
in January.
The tournament was 
won by Bruce Douglas, 
of Boston, shooting a 
13-under par 271. Only 
four pros finished under 
283 on the tough par-71 
'■course:/'; /■■ /.■/.'".'"■•’^''//''.K''
Me an w h i le, Fr i day ■ 
— Hallowe-en night ^ 
the Midget B Rep team 
will meet Fuller Lake in 
a match beginning at 10 
p.m. at Panorama Lei­
sure Centre.
Phone for full details 6S6-5S41
SIDNEY RENTALS LTD
9773 — FIFTH STREET, SIDNEY
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99® FLANK STEAKS. 299
SHANK PORTION lb. 




ASSORTED FLAVORS BROWN AND SERVE
SWIFT LIVER CHUNKS SAUSAGES^sc, 1"®
... ......................... 69®8 oz
SUGARPLUM
DINNER HAM.,,..... ... 149
ASSORTED
SAUSAGE
3TI0 500 ml. .. 1 59
BONELESS CANADA NO 1
LEG OF PORK ROASTS lb. 1 79
GRADE U’ GRADE ‘U’ ROASTING
TURKEY,0-,a.....................97® CHICKEN............ 880
FROZEN CANADA &USN0 1
GEM






10 lb. bag .
2 Ib. bag . ■... WHITE OR PINK 4 litre
2 lb. bag ....
MeCAIN : V 
APPLE PIESeach . ......
NIAGARA ORANGE





























LARD 1 lb. pkg.... ......
MAPLE LEAF 
FLAKED TURKEY ox in
GLOBE CORNED
oppp “14^
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TOOTHPASTE lao 0,1 
DOVE LIQUID DISH
Rwr Iw I WMM ^ha!3i Emii I « B 32 OZ.'





GAT FOOD tins ..
KALKAN












COFFEE 10 OZ.... 149
'I-
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••BUY DIRECT 
FROM THE GROWER S“Le 60TEAU ¥km$”
304 WALTON PLACE OFF OLDFIELD ROAD
“HARVEST SPECiAL”
We have a bumper crop of
^ SPAHTMI Take advantage WEEKEND 
APPLES of our SPECIALS
@ U-PICK WINDFALLS @ PICKED WINDFALLS 
e COME and SEE US, yon ll be pleased!
658“S888 I Monday through Friday.
Open 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Daily
Eve may win fight
RUSSELL KERR
WBNAiE:;& STOVE OIL
■k LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY 
•k BURNER SERVICE
* PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
SIDNEY, B.C.
OUR TIRES 





CHECK OUR SPECIAL 
on
Electrical Parts






ENGINE TUNE UPS & REPAIRS- 
— COMPLETE MUFFLER & SHOCKS SHOP —
AUTO ELECTRIC-REBUIL.D. REPAIR. EXCHANC.E — 
GENER/M. SERVICE-
A Sidney woman, fed up with travelling to and 
from Victoria, is taking on the provincial gov­
ernment — and she may even.be getting some­
where.
Eve Hobson, 2471 Orchard Avenue, is trying 
to spark a change in the B.C. Motor Vehicle 
Branch’s regulation that requires a peninsula 
holder of a learner's licence to renew the licence 
in Victoria instead of Sidney.
Presently, peninsula residents learning to 
drive must travel into Victoria to write the driv­
ing examination. If they pass, a learner’s licence 
is issued — good for up to three months.
However, if the learning driver fails to pass 
the final driving test, or does not take the test 
within three months, he must return to Victoria 
to renew the licence before it expires.
But Hobson wants that changed. “Why can’t 
they have a renewal out here and conserve ener­
gy?" she asked.
She said she works six days a week from 9 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and her 18-year-old son, who 
holds a learner’s licence, also works. Since the 
MVB office is only open from 8:30 a.m. until 
4:30 p.m. it makes it difficult for either Hobson 
or her son;to get into Victoria without taking time 
off work.
Hobson suggested it would be simple enough 
to allow the Sidney MVB branch to renew the 
licence — all it would take is a simple telephone 
call, she said.
She pointed out the local municipal office 
renews full driver’s licences and is permitted to 
change addresses, but not renew learner's per­
mits.







7167 W. SAANICH RD 652-3612
BUTLER
BBOmiHS
I B/^RNEB;fyy;2nd A ;BEyAN;:--::656-^
I==Ll; (YOURTOWN PUMP)
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FUL L 
RANGE OF BUILDINC; SUPPLIES.
2046 KEATING X RD.
€ASHANYTIME
The new Bonds ore easy ro cosh onyrime... SO you're nor locked in.
NO IN1EREST RATE PENALTY
There'snoinreresrrorepenolrywhenthenewDonds- 
ore cashed ofrer December 31, 1980-you will receive earned inreresr 
for each full monrhi elapsed since November 1, 1980.
ROOD RETURN
The new Bonds eorn q good rerurn on your money -10 V2% every year for 7 yeors
EASY TO BUY
They're easy ro buy for cosh or on insrolmenrs in amounts 
srorring or $100 up ro Q rorol purchose limir of $05,000. And you hove Q choice of Bonds, 
There's rhe Regular Inreresr Bond for onnualincome and rhe 
Compound Inreresr Bond for savings growrh, ‘




EVERY YEAR FOR 7 YEARS
A




to conserve energy and cut down on driving, we 
have to go into Victoria,’’ said an exasperated 
Hobson.
She added than an office in Sidney should 
receive enough business with 500 18-year- 
olds graduating annually from Parklands and 
Stelly’s high schools.
“It just doesn’t make sense,’’ she said. 
“Somewhere along the line there should be a 
reason why we can’t renew the stupid thing 
here.’’
But Hobson has had some response from the 
motor vehicle branch. The branch has indicated 
to her it may be feasable to set up an office in 
Sidney — at least on a one or two-day a week 
schedule.
And that idea was also suggested by Art Price, 
director or the drivers licence division of MVB. 
Price advised that if it was an inconvenience for 
the branch, then the inconvenience should be 
borne by the applicant instead of the branch. 
After all, the applicant wants the licence.
But he sympathized with Hobson's dilemma, 
and said the MVB examines in Sidney from time 
to time, and would be willing to set up out here if 
there was the demand.
“If we had a day’s work in Sidney, then we'd 
send a man out,’’ he said.
But he cautioned that the B.C. Building Corp. 
is currently having difficulty finding sufficient 
office space as the MVB tries to decentralize 
from its Menzies Street location.
Price said he would rather see drivers tested 
and licences renewed in Sidney instead of the 
“mad house" at the head office.
Old oak trees along shoreline side of West 
Saanich Road could be in danger if not properly 




Water standards for 
the North Saanich fore­
shore will be minimum 
shellfish growing stan­
dards, North Saanich 
council decided Oct. 
20.
Council made the de­
cision at the request of 
the Capital Regional 
District.
We want the highest 
possible standards of 
pollution control ap-, 
plied to the North 
Saanich foreshore, Aid. 
Jay Rangel told council.
:> Aldv Jim Cumming 
a g r e e d, a n d fee o m -, 
mended “shellfish 
growing standards or 
better.’’
Council was in­
formed in a letter from 
CRD chairman Jim 
Campbell that at a Sep­
tember meeting the 
CRD moved to adopt 
swimming standards 
along the south coast 
facing the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca.
It also suggested that 
as there are virtually, no 
shellfish in that area, 
each municipality in the 
Saanich Peninsula be 
contacted to solicit from 
them the wish to adopt 
shellfish water stan­
dards or swimming wa­
ter standards along the 
coastline within their 
jurisdiction.
A 73-name petition to save a line of trees on 
the shore of Pat Bay along West Saanich Road 
has drawn full support from North Saanich 
council. ''
“We could have had many more than 73 sign­
atures, actually,’’ said spokesman Patricia Res- 
tell, 10271 West Saanich Road, “but we thought 
it was a good start.’’
Restell told council the petition was drawm up 
“in response to a concern of many residents of 
Pat Bay.’’ She said the petitioners want action 
taken to save the trees “before the winter storms 
topple any more of these great trees, taking parts 
of the road shoulder with them.’’
Restell warned that if the road is damaged the 
provincial ministry of highways will claim more 
frontage from Pat Bay residential property.
“We feel this and the loss of these scenic 
heritage trees should be the concern of North 
Saanich council.’’
A Some petitioners suggested the trees be topped • 
;to lessen the “tug” on the roots during winter 
stonns, Restell said. Others advised that dis­
carded construction materials be used to fill at 
the base of the exposed tree roots. A "... a V 
: VThe petitioners realize this problem also 
concerns the department of highways,’ ’ Restell ■ 
said, “but they felt the initiative should come“ ' 
from the municipal government.”
And Mayor Eric Sherwood agreed, suggesting 
the matter be handled by the advisory planning 
.commission.'
”1 think it's a splendid idea,” commented 
Aid. Jay Rangel. ”1 wouldcertainly support it.” ;
Increased fire protec­
tion for Ardmore is in 
the works — thanks to 
Pendray Farms on West 
Saanich Road. Farmer 
John Pendray has made 
available to North 
Saanich council a six- 
inch water line running 
from a large reservoir on 
his property.
The line runs along 
West Saanich Road, and 
the only requirement for 
council is to install a fire 
hydrant at the corner of
West Saanich and Brad­
ley Dyne.
Ardmore has always 
been a fire concern for 
council because of the 
absence of piped water 
in the area and the large 
number of trees.
Aid. Jim Cumming 
commented the offer is 
most welcome, and 
added it isn’t often a re­
sident offers to give 
something to the muni­
cipality without asking 
for anything in return.
-a'".
W'A'-.,AvSvA
Arts, crafts society to meet
Members of Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Society will meet 
Monday at K p.m. in St.
Paul's United Church, 
Mai a view and 5th 
Street, Sidney. New 
members welcome.
Another lu)lu>in>one was recorded at Glen 
Meaclow.s Golf and Country Club, this time 
by top club golferMargaret Robertson, who 
fired the ace on the 17th hole — a par three — 
using a three Iron. She was playing in a four­
some which included Kdna Hay, Mary 












*13“>OVAL TOILET SEATMATS COVERS1 reg. $19.98 reg. $11.981 SPFXIAL SPECIALsi<:98 1 sumo
9738, 3rd St. 656-251'!
Mom. • Fri. 8;3U - 5:30 —• Sat. 9:00 • 5:00
VULKRUSH
SOON
Mail, tons of it, ar­
rives at post otficos dai­
ly, At Christmas, the 
volume increases dras­
tically, In the Western 
Pt)sial Region, compri,';- 
ing the four western pro­
vinces. NW'T and the 
Yukon, post offices 
handled a whopping 2,1 
million parcels alone 
last Christinas, No letup 
is ex|)ected this year. 
Other than the Itolidav'* 
season, the system in 
tho west handles an av-, 
crage of 1 .1 million par­
cels a month. To heat 
the rush, postal officials 





VICTORIA, »C. VITTI} 
PiTOkiaiAidOo
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F ireworks 
going fast
Sidney Toyland clerk Hazel Wright with some of wide variety of fireworks offered for sale 
this year. From left to right, brilliant sparklers in regular and extra-long, sunburst, peacock 
fan, lO-ball roman candle, blossom bouquet, floral and fountain.
Silver stars inter­
spersed with gold 
sparks, green flares to 
silver fountains, giant 
white flitter stars with 
gold sparks — such will 
be the display in penin­
sula skies this Hallo­
we'en.
Sidney Toyland has 
carried fireworks stock 
for the past two years 
and with each year, the 
demand continues to 
grow. In accordance 
with provincial law, the 
store began the sale of 
fireworks Oct. 24 and 
will end sales Friday.
Manager Ralph Dahl 
expects his stock of 
almost $4,000 worth of 
explosives to be sold out 
by that day. One regular 
customer has purchased 
almost $75 worth of 
fireworks each vear for
the enjoyment of pas­
sing trick or treaters.
Clerk Hazel Wright 
says one of this year’s 
biggest sellers is a six- 
inch-wide cardboard 
“schoolhouse”. After 
lighting, the little struc­
ture burns from a red 
flare to yellow with 
sparks and eventually is 
“burnt to the ground”.
Other favorites with 
the public and service 
groups are roman can­
dles and screecheroos.
While sale of such 
fireworks is legal to 
anyone over the age of 
18, the once-popular 
firecracker is now illeg­
al throughout B.C. Still, 
Sidney RCMP have re­
ceived reports of their 
discharge for the past 
two weeks and suspect 
people are bring them 
from the U.S.
There’s a happy bunch of people 
meeting regularly at St. Davids-By- 
The-Sea Church hall in Cordova 
Bay. They belong to the area’s New' 
Horizons group and Oct. 22 was a 
big day for the 116-member strong 
organization and president. Bob 
Scott who officiated at the activity 
centre’s opening ceremonies.
Scott told members and guests the 
centre was for retired people to use 
but was not confined to those living 
in Cordova Bay. People who Hve 
elsewhere — Victoria or Sidney — 
can join for an annual fee of $5 , he 
.■said.,'/ ■'■
* Activities include a walking 
group, art classes in oil paining in­
structed by Hazel Harvey, Joyce 
Henley’s “stich and chatter” club, 
and Fred Clothier’s rug making 
class.
On Thursday afternoons members 
carpet bowl, other days they play 
bridge and various card games.
In the future, Scott said, the group 
hopes to have its own building. 
“We’re anxious to get a piece of 
property so we can build our own 
centre,” he told the gathering.
Saanich Aid. Mary Casilio 
advised members to“make the 
move to find property — that’s the 
first step.” Get together and decide 
where you want, the centre—then
we (Saanich council) can put it to 
referendum, she said.
“1 feel confident it would go 
through.”
New Horizons groups are funded 
by grants from Ottawa. Aim of the 
Canada-wide program is to provide 
opportunities for retired people to 
enjoy their leisure .and to find per­
sonal enrichment through activities 
and hobbies, and often through 
creativity people may not have had 
time to develop during their working 
life, a federal health and welfare 
spokesman told members.
The group meets 1 to 4. p. m. 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 
the'church hall: New' member^from 
all afeaS^’iife welly)ihb(;/ f
Sidney appoints ne’w 
animal control officer
“Totally dissatis­
fied” with the reaction 
of the former Sidney 
animal control officer to 
complaints of dogs at 
large in the new Cameo 
development area, 
W.P. Sansom, 2081 
Rennie Place, wrote to 
council to complain.
In a “plea for some 
action,” Sansom sug­
gested the municipality 
issue a circular to resi­
dents telling them of the 
town bylaws and, after a 
suitable period, “lower 
the boom on those per­
sons with pets who have 
no regard for other per­
sons’ rights.”
Aid. Ross Martin said 
he was not happy with 
the implication that the
former animal control 
officer had not dealt 
properly with com­
plaints. In fact, in many 
cases, his performance 
had been satisfactory, 
he said.
But the discussion 
was irrelevant as a new 
animal control officer 
— Robert A. Wright — 







FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's face it, the cost ol energy is continually increasing, Look at this typical 
cost ol energy comparl.sons for a homo over tho next 10 years.
ELECTRIC ELECTRIC
SYSTEM: OIL RESISTANCE HEAT PUMP
1DB1 $ 565 $ 562 $223
1902 $ 663 $ 607
1903 $ 700 $ 655
1904 S 916 S 700
1905 $1077 $ 765
1906 $1265 $626
1907 $1407 $ 092
1900 $1747 $ 963
1069 $2053 $’040
1900 $2412 $1124
The above is based on an 8% annual cost Increase for oloctric energy and 17,5% for oil, 












GIVE US A CALL: FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE. 
Froo Survey Aostlmatea
Woathortron'® 
Hoot Pump by OE
North Amarica's No 1 
Soiling Moot Pump




fecthn beoommm exfimelon eUntilvMuatlty.
652-9141
'•iii
WE MAKE IT EASY
A DUAL CONVERSION gives you the 
choice of GAS or PROPANE with the Flick 
of a Swilchl Got Iho economy and copadly 
ol Propane ,or the convenience of Gas 
whonovor you need it.
® Farm # Commercial ® Private 
Ail work done to CGA and UL BiMcificatlaiw. 
SAFE, RELIABLE installations
/ ■ ■» ■ :
6793-B Klrkpotrlck Roati, R.FI.3. VIctorlo, B.C. VBX 3X1 
















































Oarden MedBey ^ 








'PURINA' 1 ''IV/l'l'l? '/'"?''
Dog Chow8kg.:.....,...:........ *6.79
CO-OP
Fancy Green or Wax Beans nn
14ozs.    ..,. 2 for a
CO-OP




Shredded Wheat 450 grs.
CO-OP
MacINTOSH APPLES ^ ^ ^ ^ ^




7 varieties 14 o>,. $1.05
Pumpkins
WHITE











Thin Sliced Meats 
Assorted
CENTRE CUT
















































STORE NOW OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
MON. THRU SAT. 9-6 
THURS. EVE. TILL 9 
GAS BAR OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Chock open dale morklnge. Tho words'Boat‘BQloffi"TnboUr
French and English Idantify pro-packogod (ood, with Iho pxcop* 
lion of fresh fruit and vogotablea, with a durable life of 00 days 
or loss. Tho dale shown Indicates tho date after which the' 
producer esllrhaioa tho food may not bo at Its best In torms ol 
quality, After this date tho food will have passed its poak, 
although il may still bo edible.
"Previously frozen" must appear on a sign near rnout or moat 
by-products which have boon frozen and thawed before wlo. 
"Made from fresh and frozen porllons" must appear on foods 
such as hamburger made from grinding frozen beef, 
"Canada Approved" labels on fresh moat and poultry, cured 
and canned meat, frozen dinners and meal-stock soups, Indi­
cates the product has boon inspected by the Moat Inspocllon 
Division of Agriculture Canada and is safe and wholosoino,
1'?
Rond labols lo dotormino tho bool buy. Compare tho follow­
ing two cereal labols: t ''
Coioal 1
Contains; Whole Wheal Bran. Liquid Sugar, Liquid Invert 
Sugar, Mall Syrup, Salt, Fresh Prune Concenirato, Fresh Fig 
Conconiraio, Reduced Iron (Iron 14,3 mg per lOO g), Riboflavin 
(3,6 mg per 100 g) and Thiamine Mononitrnlo (Thiamine 2,2 rng 
per 100 g), Butyiatod Hydroxytolueno is added to the package 














The quality of food products con bo detormlrted by tho 
grade. The following foods aro graded; butter, choiidar 
choose, skim milk powder, beef, poultry, eggs, frosh. canned, 
dried and frozen fruits and vogolnblos, honejy and maple syrup, 
Suir the grade to the use For evample uce grado B enna lor 
scrambling or In baking,
FRICES EFFECTIVE 
Tugs, thru Sat, 
or while stock lasts
1U0% Canadian Owned
“WHERE EVEHY-DAY LOW SHELF
PRICES MAKE THE OIFFERENCE
Thu auidlflc,' of ,,uga! ai i J U; icw fiuitu uddu to tho C0.4I miiU io il iO
catorles, Tho addition of vitamins does not add measurably to 
tho cost bul does Increase tho nutritive value, II you aro con­
cerned alxiut nutrition and the cost of focKf which cereal would 
you buy?
Check tho packaglno. Don't select cans that have any signs of 
ewoiling or bulging as fhis indicates spoilage. Also avoid badly 
dcrilcU Ciiiiall Uutiii, do iiui ulfwi.1 tliu piuducts il ihocan 
has not boon punctured. Screw on or vacumm seated lids on 
QiacB jars should bo tight, Frozen packagoa should he very firm 
and clean, niacolouratlon of the package Inriicaier, thawing and 
retreezing.
i i >s
Raccoons in henhouse were too much
Rural area residents may toler­
ate the munchings of deer in their 
orchards and rabbits in gardens, 
but raccoons in the henhouse 
were too much for one North 
Saanich woman.
Carolyn Jackson, of 10682 
McDonald Park, has lost four 
chickens in the past week to two 
raccoons. Each day she. can 
watch them from the kitchen win­
dow sleeping in the barnyard 
trees.
And each morning at about 1 
a.m. she is awoken by the sounds 
of her brood as the two animals 
leave their resting place for the 
henhouse.
“1 just can’t afford to keep 
supporting all this wildlife,” 
Jackson said Thursday.
But calls to the local RCMP,
fish and wildlife branch. Society 
for Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals and North Saanich 
municipal hall have all proved 
useless as each agency referred 
her to another.
Because the North Saanich 
bylaw enforcement officer is 
away on vacation, the municipal­
ity could offer no immediate 
help.
While it is illegal to dispatch a 
firearm within the municipal 
boundaries on land not classified 
as a farm, the SPCA did suggest 
trap setting.
If an animal is captured in a 
wire cage trap the SPCA will, 
transport the animal to a less 
populated area. Only if an animal 
is injured however, will the 
SPCA do the capturing itself.
By midday Thursday an emo­
tional Jackson had decided she'd 
just get rid of the chickens.
"Why do we have all these 
agencies anyway if they're not 
going to help?” she asked.
Jackson said rather than obtain 
a'trap for the raccoons she'd end 
the problem by selling her re­
maining dozen chickens.
Earlier in the day. Sidney 
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson told The 
Review the RCMP would assist if 
all other avenues had been ex­
hausted.
“It’s the old dilemma where 
people won’t do anything them­
selves,” he said. “We sit back 
and let Big Brother do all the 
things that years ago We would 
have done for ourselves.”
liCOiDSiCTIM The Sidney Review
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Public wharf needs float
A group of residents concerned 
about the future of the Deep Cove 
wharf has approached North 
Saanich council with a request for- 
funds to purchase a new float.
In a letter to council, Nell Horth. 
10,837 Deep Cove Road, said the 
Deep Cove Public Landing Associa­
tion has been turned down twice in 
its bid for a lottery grant for the float.
Horth, secretary of the associa­
tion, pointed out that council has , 
already allotted $3,500 for the muni­
cipally owned wharf, and suggested 
it consider including necessary addi­
tional funds for the float in its 1981 
provisional budget.
But council appeared split on the 
request. Aid. Jim Cumming said he 
thought the wharf was supposed to 
be a public walkway and not a dock­
ing facility.
Aid. Jay Rangel countered that 
placing a float on the end of the 
wharf is “an excellent idea”, and 
suggested the association should 
continue to solicit provincial g'ov- 
eenment funding.
,He,; said, the;:prqyincial govern- I 
rnent position appeared to be“no for 
. now, but you can continue asking. ”
Meanwhile, Aid. Alan Cornford 
‘ pointed out that the $3,500 included 
in the municipal budget was to repair 
the wharf, not to purchase a float.
But Rangel responded that all the 
necessary. Tep^rs. have been com- : 
pleted, and it would’ make sense to 
use the money to help buy a float.
• Horth said in her letter that the 
association was formed at the re- 
comnnendation of the municipal 
advisory planning commission as a
means of applying for funding from 
.;the provincial lottery fundydepart- 
rnent.
But application for funding was 
refused -- first in June aiid then 
again in August, Horth wrote. .
^ The lottery department initially 
turned down the request on the
, ,v;
grounds the float would only benefit 
about six local boat owners.
A second look at the application 
resulted in the same conclusion, and 
the provincial department pointed 
out that Deep Cove Marina was 
available for use.
“Needless to say, the reply was 
not at all satisfactory, especially as 
the Deep Cove Marina is a commer­
cial facility, and there is a charge for 
embarking and disembarking if 
space is availble,” Horth said.
She explained that the Deep Cove 
wharf is a public facility that could 
serve-the whole peninsula, and not 
just a few boat owners.
“We avail ourselves of public 
floats in other parts of the Capital 
Region and have nothing 'to offer 
ourselves,” the letter said.
Horth said the association will 
continue to press for funding from 
all possible sources, but in the mean­
time asked that wooden barricades 
now in place be removed so resi­
dents could use the wharf as a 
^walkwav:' ■:?
Public works chairman Cumming 
explained the barricades will remain 
up until a sign warning the public to 
’. use the wharf at their own risk can be 
erected — expected to be sometime 
'early thif week.
Have fun but.
Hallowe’en enthusiasts found pumpkins of aU shapes and sizes Satur 
day at Sidney' Lions punapkin sale. Above, club president 
Massie with Sharon McDonald, and Rochelle Brintnell,
Funds raised went towards Lions charities. Carol Berger
Not in their wildest dreams would 
the Druids of ancient Britain have 
imagined how well their pagen 
celebration on Oct. 31 would catch 
the imagination of 20th century 
Christians.
Human and animal sacrifices, 
witches dancing on the hilltops and 
the devil playing on bagpipes — it 
was a time of atonement for sins of 
the. dead as the Druids marked the 
beginning of a New year on Nov. 1 
and honored their sun god,
, The costumed spirits and bonfires 
have lived on for today's Halloween 
goers and a new element of mischief 
been added.
“Parents should know where 
"their kids arc, who they’re with and 
what they’re doing,” says Sidney 
RCMP Sgt. Bill Hobson.
Last year Sidney RCMP found 
themselves faced with an unruly 
mob of almost 200 youths gathered 
around police headquarters,
“We had men posted all over the 
map for Halloween and we had to 
bring them in to protect our sta­
tion,” he recalls.
While Sidney may appear to be a 
sleepy Oceanside village. Hobson 
says its problems are not unlike
those of the city,
“It’s an affluent place and kids 
have access to cars, booze and
While RCMP took a low profile 
attitude last year, this year all vaca­
tion time has been cancelled for loc­
al police to provide maximum man­
power for the evening.
Vandalism is costly each year and 
RCMP warn those caught commit­
ting acts of mischief and trespassing 
on private property could face cri­
minal charges,
The RCMP remind parents and
the public of the large-numbers of 
children who will be travelling on 
the highway and streets. They ask 
that parents outfit youngsters in cos­
tumes which provide easy move­
ment and clear vision. Rellectors on 
custumes are also recommended.
“While it’s sad but true, we re­
mind parents that gifts should be in­
spected fur pins, razors and 
poisons,” Hobson says.
With a well scheduled evening of 
events, local authorities hope this 
year’s Halloween will pass without 
any instiinces similar lo last year’s.
Ghosts and goblins, big and 
small, can look to an enjoyable 
Halloween of bonfires, free hot- 
dogs and a costume contest 
throughout the peninsula.
From 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m, a 
costume competition will be held 
at Sidney elementary for children 
up to 12 years of age. Refresh­
ments will be served.
At Tulista Park, next lo the 
Anacortes Island Ferry dock, 
Sidney fire department will set a 
bonfire ablaze at 6:30 p.m. fol­
lowed by fireworks display at 7 
p.m. From 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. a 
teen dance with recorded music 
from Spinkies will be held by the 
Sidney Teen Activity Group.
Throughout ]icninsulii elementary 
I schools the past week hits been filled 
with plans for Halloween, Murals 
line hallways and cut-out paper 
skeletons hang from ceilings. And in 
the schoolyard, the talk is of cos­
tumes and bonfires,
“It would be nice to he a prin­
cess,” says seven-year-old Karen 
t'lleniworih at Sidney elementary.
And so, for Halloween Karen will 
take up Iier homemmle wand and 
crown and begin an evening of trick 
or trciit.
"I’m going lo be a witch." says 
Amaya Tarasoff, H, “My mom’s got 
an old black dress so she's making a 
cape and hal and I'm going to ask if I 
can wear my sister's makeup.”
Foreight-ycar-o|d George Lands-
berger Oct, 31 will find him dis- 
giiiseil as either a scicntisl or .Star 
War’s villain, Darlh Vadcr,
Is Sliir Wars the favorite this year?
A chorus of resounding no’s is the 
reply,
“It’s the limpirc Strikes Back,” 
says Aniiiya,
Altliough George says liis Darth 
Vadcr costume is great, ht: doesn't
like wearing the mask.
“It bothers my face and I can’t 
breathe prdperly,” he says,
Cowboy Bradley Smith, 6 says 
jie’s all ready to go,
”1 just bought a hut in California 
— like a cowboy hat bul not all icn- 
galloried up.”
Bradley says his favorite part of 
Halloween is trick or treat and the
tooth fairy, Yes, but what has the 
tooth fairy to do with Halloween?
“I know,” he says, “but if you 
eat a lot of candy then yoitr teeth fall 
out,”
“1 don’t think wc should eat it 
because we get cavities and pretty 
soon I’ll have to go to the dcnti.sl,” 
says Karen.
Seven-year-old Kyla Craddock
As well, a free .skate session 
will be held between 8 p.m. and 
10 p.m. and free swimming ses­
sion from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
for teens 13 and over at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Central Saanieh Lions Club 
will sponsor a bonfire and re­
freshments on West Saanich 
Road next to the boy scout hull 
beginning at 7 p.m.
Xhc North Saanich yolunieer 
fire department will sponsor a 
bonfire, fireworks display and 
free refreshments beginning 6:3(1 
p.m. at the fire hull on Wains 
Road,
Hallowe’en Ntories, 
photos by ^ ^ ^ ^
y'y Can)l Berger ” ^ ,
plans to drop a few years and trick or 
treat as a baby, her older sister dres­
sing as the mother.
Wlicn asked if Htdlowecn might 
be a bit spooky, it was suggested 
taking a llashlight and big brother 
was a good idea.
.Sidney Schmidt, 6 will be an Indi­
an and says he’s taking Ids how and 
arrow along.
Kylii Crsuldock CJcurge Lundsherger Bradley Smill) Karen (»U;iilw«rllt Sidney .Seliinldt Amaya Tarasoff
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GIFT SHOPPE
Beacon Plaza Mall, Sidney
9:30 TO 5:30 TUBS - SAT.
We extend an invitation to come in and 
browse and see our fine selection of 
Handmade Figures Gifts, Ceramics and 
Souvenirs




BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS 
November SpecmH 
Effective: Monday through Friday 
per hour OFF USUAL RATE 
652-1014
(Bottom of Verdier, beside Fern,' Dock)
Board buys 
kids culture 
at $1 a child
A proposal from the John Dyck, MePher- 
MePherson Playhouse son Playhouse execu- 
Foundation met with a tive director, told trus- 
favorable response at tees the non-profit soci- 
Monday’s Saanich ety is dedicated to im-
1
school board meeting 
and will be included in 
the 1980-81 provisional 
budget.
At a cost of SI per 
student, the district 
would be exposed to a 
wide variety of cultural 
events. Total cost to the 
district would be S6,000 
not including any bus­




NOW OPEN IN SIDNEY
proving the quality of 
the arts by providing art 
support services and in­
creasing student and 
teacher exposure.
In terms of enrich­
ment to students, Dyck 
called the S6.000 fee a 
modest contribution.
Doug Barnbrough of 
Parkland Grassroots 
Theatre Company gave 
his strong support of “a 
unique program and 
marvelous oppor­
tunity."
"Most parents don’t 
care," trustee Gerry 
Kristianson said of chil- 
dren’s exposure to 
theatre.
"It’s another exam­
ple where we are. right­
ly or wrongly, provid­
ing a service," he said.
Ii
The changing face of Sidney
Recently completed Flint’s garage (above) on Bevan and First 
adds “leafy” look to downtown Sidney, while new professional 












SATURDAY — FROM 5:00 TO 10:00 P.M.
WIENER SCHNITZEL $C95
and desert : ' ■
®©®@
2359 BEACON AVE;, SIDNEY

















40 lb. sack only ”nr
BOSTICH T5-8 STAPLER










' .s' ' .
iWPtfG; 1 v: if
Reg. •SI** Spec.
MAHOGANY PLYWOOD
4 X 8 • Vo Rotary Reg. 11”
095
Spec, ^
4 x8 - V4 Rotary Reg. 18”
Spec.
CEDAR LUMBER 
4x4-6' .... #1&2 —*3.95 ea. 
2x8-— Super Price — 69' Iin. ft. 
2 X 10 — Super Price — 79* Iin. ft. 











2x4- G' Shorts ...... 80® ea.
2 X 4 - 92V4 Studs, fir .. oa. 
2x4-96"Std. & J.-92






—”■** BRING THIs COUPON “








We carry alt the w 
fittings St downplpes
• WAV Ciit'(x;l!. • I'iirking • 2 Budiuonw
• 3 ,ippli,inces • P.itioi. puLi^Xit!. pie.
• rift'pl.uies • Dr.itxjs
Contact By Appoi’Vnu'ni






FIR PLYWOOD SALE 
5 Sheets or More 
4 X 8 - Vn Deg. U/S — *6.65 ea. 
4 X 8 - % Dog U/S — *7.25 ea. 
4 X 8 - Va Dog. U/S — *9.55 ea. 
4 X 8 • V4 Deg. U/S — *13.95 oa.
SAVE 10% off Reg. Price
1' On All Light Bulbs In stock
PRICES ONLY WHILE 
QUANTITIES LAST
2506 BEACON AVE., SmREY
SALE ON TOOLS 
Utility Knife — ONLY *1.79 oa. 
Screwdrivers (3 Typos) 99* oa, 





Open Eveiy Day At 11 A.M
Light Liirvcheons — Soft Ice Cream
,, Bind In - Take Out
652-3622
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA "A"
More than $t,830 changed hands when Slel- 
ly’s school athletic co-ordinator I'im Shiiinka 
(right) and student body prime minister I'elju 
'I'issari handed over cheque for Terry Fox 
Fund to Cattadian Cancer Society district co­
ordinator David Murdoch.
Initiation to









I 4 V « » • • 1 H60aa.DELMONICO (Rib Eye) STEAKS8 02« MoHdiofO'Cl Win0
ENGLISH STYLE BANGERS...... ............ ...... . . Hfi?
PHONE 656-1134
Va OR WHOLEHIND QUARTER
BIIF................ W. , LAMB ............. Wb"
rUIIJIR PACKS AVAIUBU
Weight loss in cutting, boning ana trimming wilt Incrooso prices per pouna,
Coin«ff Wiiilii 










The sound of Chopin — heard 
faintly halfway down the drive­
way — grows louder on approach 
to the front door of 7074 Brent­
wood Drive. Through massive 
glass panels a vista opens up. a 
scene within a scene. There are 
the Butlers — Claude at the 
piano. Jean rising, summoned by 
the bell. And beyond, through 
floor to ceiling windows, lies 
beautiful Brentwood Bay.
The Butlers love their new 
futuristic solar heated home with 
its vast rooms, many fireplaces, 
24-foot-high ceilings and every­
where windows — and more win­
dows.
Some people wrinkle their 
noses and ask the Butlers why 
they live in such a huge house 
with so much space. “We like 
space,’.’ Claude says. “You 
don’t live for yourself, do you?’’
The Butlers have lots of friends 
they like to welcome and enter­
tain on a continual basis and they 
also like the kind of home which 
can accommodate the 12-piece 
orchestra which played recently 
at the house.
Claude loves music — espe- 
^ cially Chopin. He plays often and 
well. Jean plays too but is modest 
I about her accomplishment. “I 
I play when no one else is 
around.’’
Music is only one of the many 
activities she enjoys since she re- 
I tired from municipal politics. 
Mayor of Central Saanich for 
more than five years, Jean de- 
I veloped a heart condition and 
I opted out ofipolitics earlier this 
I: year. Now she happily knits, gar- 
I dens,' cooks^ entertains and goes 
I fishing in the family boat. Your 
I ■ Warshipi. >





tion.clinics for children 
and adults will be held 
in the public health 
office in Sidney town 
hall 4:30 to 7 p.m. the 
first and third Wednes­
day in each month.
Jean Butler
expected the former mayor to be 
in and out of the office but Jean 
managed to confound him by j 
staying away. And it wasn’t hard, 
she says.
But Jean Butler admits to mis­
sing, sometimes, the office that 
kept her busy over the years. 
“But 1 know for my own sake 1 
have to be interested in other 
things.’’
Does she get excited about 
.issues, now she has no control, 
no say at municipal hall? “No, 1 
have to let others battle it out.’’
More that 100 people turned 
out Oct. 22 to pay tribute to Jean 
at the open house held by Mayor 
Dave Hill and aldermen. Jean 
was presented with a painting by 
a neighbour artist, Mrs. M. Quig­
ley, 7086 Brentwood, and a pla­
que, honoring her service to the 
.Imunicipality. I;? ; ' '
A proposal to increase the number of buses 
serving the peninsula from four this year to 31 by 
1985 has been approved in principle by the 
Capital Regional District’s transit committee.
The proposal was part of a five-year plan re­
leased last week by CRD transit planners which 
estimates an overall 57 per cent increase in pas­
sengers and a doubling in size of the CRD’s bus. 
Beet.
The plan also predicts a doubling of bus fares, 
from 50 cents now to at least $1 by 1985.
The peninsula and western communities are 
the areas slated for major service improvements 
in the “high growth option” presented by chief 
transit planner Bill O’Brien.
O’Brien said planners estimate total ridership 
will jump to 20.4 million a year by 1985, com­
pared with only 13 million this year.
And he said most of that increased ridership 
will come from more residents taking the bus 
rather than car. Population levels are expected to 
increase only 6 per cent, O’Brien said, so the 
CRD plan must entice more residents to take the 
bus.
If adopted, the plan would mean 190 buses 
operating in the district by 1985, compared to 
only 95 now. But part of that expansion is alrea­
dy on tap with a shipment of 29 new buses to go 
into service in January on the peninsula and 
western communities.
That will leave another 66 buses to be purch­
ased to deal with planned expansion in five 
years, and regional taxpayers will be expected to 
pay more than $10 million for the additional 95 
buses. ^
Meanwhile, another part of the plan should 
.satisfy concerns of North and Central Saanich 
councils. Planners have included a pilot project 
using leased small vans to serve the less densely- 
populated parts of the pchinsul.
Politicians on the peninsula had lobbied for 
the small vans in place of the full-size diesel 
buses because the roads on the peninsula are not 
wide enough for the larger buses.
“I’m glad they listened to us because we were 
very emphatic about that,’’ said North Saanich 
Mayor Eric Sherwood.
Sherwood said the small buses were “ideal’’, 
but was somewhat surprised at the planners’ re­
commendation. They had indicated it couldn’t 
be done, Sherwood said. “It seems they have 
changed their minds. That’s good.’’ :
If the project works out, the region would buy 
eight small vans at a cost of $20,000 .apiece.
compared with the $130,000 cost of a full-size 
bus.
The high growth plan would see total transit 
operating costs go from $12 million this year to 
$16.1 million next year and $25.5 million by 
1985. All figures are in 1980 dollars.
Provincial legislation requires transit riders to 
pay 35 per cent of operating costs at the farebox, 
and so planners also predict a major increase in 
fares over the next five years.
Estimates are that by 1985 the fare will be $ 1 a 
ride, with two-thirds of that increase attributed to 
inBation and the rest to higher costs of operating 
because bus routes will be longer — going out to 
the penin.sula and western communties,
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey. chairman of the 
transit committee, said the $18 passes should be 
a great convenience to transit users because they 
are fully transferable. Anyone can use the pass, 
regardless of who purchases it.
“The passes are intended to increase ridership 
on the system and to speed up passenger loading 
on the buses,” Sealey explained.
Passes can be purchased at Saanich Peninsula 
Savings Credit Union offices, Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce branches, Westcoast Sav­
ings Credit Union offices, as well as all three 
peninsula municipal halls and the Panorama Lei­
sure Centre at 1885 Forest Park Road.
On the peninsula the bus pass can be used for 
free travel within any single zone. For multiple- 
zone trips, the pass entitles the holder to a credit 
of 50 cents toward the regular fare for the trip.
GOING SOUTH I 
FOR THE WINTER? I
OR TAKING AN EXTENDED TRIP? :
Don't let your dreams 
turn into disaster with 
unexpected medical 
and hospital ex­
penses, see us for your 
excess hospital and 
medical coverage. 
Ask about the daily 
rates or the new 
annual policy, it may 
save you money.
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
SPALLING RIAL ESTATE LTD.







Baking has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 1
Beaeon 6^10121
★ 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket
★ 1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
^,1 Light Weight Sweater 
ir 1 Plain Skirt
2 Ties $|79
YOUR CHOICE I each
20% Discount
On All other Dry Gleaning 
and Minor Repairs.
"THIS COMING MONDAY” ;
I ■
Your Nutritional Super Market
THE




Supplements (selected items)................ . . . ... .
Azra Vitamin "C" 1000 m.g.
Time Release ....................................................... .. . . ................




Russel Bnnvn, aged 
15. the eldest son of 
Mr. and Mrs, John K., 
Brown of llu rns 
hake, B.C,, and a 
fine all-rounder, has 
been awarded Bie 
J o h n j. I i m m i s 
Memorial Scholar­
ship lo attend Si, 
Michaels University 
School in Victoria as 
,a boarding si li den I, 
The Scholarship has 
been donated 
. anonymiHisly to 
honour the long and 
devoted service 
given lo the schiH)l 
by Mr. John ), Tim- 
mis, M.A, (Oxon), 
Headmaster from 
1948 - 1970,
Si, Michaels Univerr 
sily bclunil .itlr.iclh 
active and Involved 
youngsters I'nun five 
prtrvinci’S of Cana­
da, the Yukon and 
IheN.VV. Territories, 
as well as from 
places as diverse as 
Dubai and Nigeria, 
Nicaragua, Sarawak 
and Spain.
Time Release . .................
Natural Gosmetic a no/ CftC!/, tr
(selected brands) ...... v.......... ZU VO “ DU /O Oil
Celestial Seasonings Herb Teas 24/bag
Cinamon Rose ......... Red Zinger ............
Mandarin Orange Spice.. Sleepy Time .... ...... •
New Zealand
Natural Cheddar Cheese ............
Whole Blanched Almonds
Tor Xmas CaRes •.
Whole Wheat Unblanched
Almonds ..................... . • • •...........
Appliance Sale -
Buy your Christmas Gifts Now
Biosla Seed Sprouler , , 12"" Brnim Multi Press Juicers
Acme juicers ...........,.,..,194"" Cliumpiujt Juicers ------ -
Vita Mix Model 3600 ...... 349""












• EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Stroot
656-4443TUES. ■ SAT. 8:30 $;30
‘dumb’
Despite mounting public protest over a prop­
osed Chevron oil tank farm for Hatch Point, 
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel is not hopeful the 
project will be stopped.
“I’m not that hopeful, to be honest,” Rangel
WARNING^
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY FROM 
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING!
Carbon monoxWe poisoning is a very real hazard in many homes throughout 
British Columbia. This odorless, invisible killer is produced when combustion 
takes place without a proper supply of air. With the recent drive to conserve heat 
and energy, many homes have been made much more air-tight, and with the 
combination of a burning fireplace, a gas-burning furnace and the normal 
complement of appliances and exhaust fans in operation, a potentially lethal 
situation can occur. Although gas furnaces normally have their own air supply, it 
is often not sufficient to provide the additional air demands of fireplaces and 
exhaust fans. A fireplace should have its own air supply duct, or a window 
should be opened in the room where a fireplace is being used. Don't take 
chances — learn about the hazards of carbon monoxide. Have a qualified 
heating expert check your home for its air supply need.














It'smew, it’s convenient, and it saves you money, too. The 
monthly bus pass gives you an unlimited number of rides within 
the urban area orwithin any single zone.* No more fumbling for 
change. The more you ride the more you save. And the bus 
pass is transferable, too, so a friend or family member can use
it when you're not.
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November Monthly Bus Passes 




West Coast Savings Credit Union (ALL Greater Victoria 
Branches) Saanich Peninsula Savings Credit Union (ALL 
Greater Victoria Branches) Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce (ALL Greater Victoria Branches) All Municipal Halls 
Capital Regional District Offices (Main Office at 524 Yates 




‘Tho Monthly Bus Pass can bo 
used lor boih urban and suburban 
transit sorvicos. On .suburban 
transit sorvicos, Iho Pass ontillos 
tho bonror lo Iroo travel within any 
single zone and to a credit of 50c 
towards tho cost of travel across 










said Thursday. He said Chevron’s application 
for the tank farm —. currently before the 
Cowichan Valley Regional District board — has 
been supported by the Capital Regional Board.
And just last week the Cobble Hill regional 
director, Gerry Giles, said she too supports the 
development.
Chevron has proposed a $9 million petroleum 
bulk storage and distribution plant at Hatch Point 
in Satellite Channel, just opposite Moses Point at 
the north end of the peninsula.
The plan calls for the company closing its 
Cowichan Bay and Nanimo bulk .facilities and 
reducing its Victoria farm.to one-quarter its cur­
rent capacity.
Both North and Central Saanich councils have 
voiced strong opposition to the proposal which 
will include one 30,000 barrel barge a week 
off-loading fuel at Hatch Point by 1983.
Councils are worried the facility could result 
in an oil spill, damaging the entire Saanich Inlet 
environment.
Rangel said he has asked for the CRD’s 
reasons for supporting the proposal, and called 
the proposal “dumb”. He said he found it 
strange that a new industrial area should be 
opened up when both Nanaimo and Victoria are 
trying to promote industrial areas.
“I have a very, very strong feelings it’s 
dumb,” he said.
He added that he has suggested representa­
tives from all three peninsula councils attend the 
application hearing in Nanaimo. •
Spelling helps
Students at Royal 
Oak school came 
through in a big way for 
the Terry Fox Cancer 
Fund, collecting a total 
of $4,41:6.4^2 in a 
school-wide ‘‘spel- 
lathon”.
With only 370 stu-. 
dents at the school, the 
total means each student 
collected an average of 
$10.50 for the fund.
Mrs. Heather Camp­
bell’s division 74 class 
collected the largest 
sum of any single class 
— $636.02;
Students in every 
class were handed a list 
of words to learn to spell 
and then tested a week 
later. Fifty cents was 




Nout COMPLETE BEA UTY CARE Centre
Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30 &■ Friday evenings
656-3622
7 VV’e use & recom men d
' 'Products
St. Mary’s ACW plan a bazaar 
and tea. 2-4 p.m. Saturday. Attic 
treasures, handicrafts, home bak­
ing, dried flowers. Tea will be 
served.
Central Saanich Ratepayers 
Association will sponsor an all­
candidates meeting at 8 p.m. Nov. 5 
at Stelly’s school. Residents are in­
vited to meet and question candi­
dates.
The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club extends 
an invitation to dine at Sidney 
Travelodge, 7 - 9 p.m. Monday. 
Cost is $7.50, reservations neces­
sary bv Thursday. Call Mary Davis 
at 656-3596.
The Bluewater Cruising Asso­
ciation monthly meeting will be held 
at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 5 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. John Samsom will 
show slides of his trip from New 
Zealand to Alaska. Members $2, 
Guests, $3. For more information 
call Muriel Cienciala at 656-2723.
Peninsula recreation is holding a 
Hallowe’en costume party 3:30 to 6 
p.m. Friday at Sidney elementary 
school. Prizes will be awarded for 
'the wickedest, funniest and best 
allround costumes. Fireworks dis­
play and a bonfire will be held after 
the party at Tulista Park. Refresh- 
'rnents will be served at both events 
and no admission will be charged. 
For more information call 656-
■727i_;,
Central Saanich recreation de- 
• partment offers morning, afternoon 
and evening fitness, classes for 
adults, kindergym for one to three- 
year-olds and recreation playschool 
for pre-schoolers2 For details on 
these local quality progranis call 
Tim Richards between 8:30 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. at 652-4444.
Central Saanich Boys' and 
Girls’ Club invites all youngsters tOr 
join in fun and activities at Keating 
elementary, Monday 6:30 to 8 p.m.; 
Brentwood elementary, Turesdays. 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.; Saanichton 
elementary', Thursday 6:30 to 8:30 , 
p.m. For more information call Tim 
Richards at 652-4444.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth Thurs­
day each month at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church on East 
Saanich Road. Newcomers wel­
comed.
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first Thursday in 
each month at the Lions Hall on East 
Saanich Road. New members wel­
come. . .
Centra! Saanich fire departmenl 
classes in cardio-pulmonary resiisci- 
tkion are held the first Wednesday 
of the month in the fireball. For 
more information call 652-4444 or 
Peter Cellarius at 652-1131 or 652- 
2649.
The B.C.Council for the Family 
(Capital Region branch) plans meet­
ings Noy. 5,12,19,26 at 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. in room 103, Metropolitan Un­
ited Church, 907 Pandora Avenue. 
Resource person is psychologist 
Larry Detwiller.
The Royal Jubilee Hospital au­
xilliary will hold a mini-bazaar and 
light luncheon Nov. 5 from 11 a.m. 
to 3:30 p.m. in the Richmond Road 
" nurses’vresidence. The sale will in­
clude home baking and,'Christmas
CHOiCE COMMERCIAL SPACE
-^SIDNEY —
Canadian Bowlers Hall of Fame 
member Bert Hill will hold a free 
bowling clinic at Miracle Lanes in, 
Sidney Saturday beginning at 1 p.m. 




Commorclal space available from 940 to 1600 sq. It. Suit­
able for rotail or professional offices.
Parking al the door - just oil Beacon.
CALL GEO SmiCKER
656-7341 or 592-0726
TROUBLED By HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND S.AVE AT .
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
• Very rt'iison.ible 
r.’iit's tor downtown
• Nlosily with tiill kitchens 
at no ccNtrii cost
• f-tcc parking




hor hrpcbuie iiiiii r(si'ri'(ili(>ii.s inriif:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
H45 Moriibv Si., V'nnciilivvr, B.C. VftZ iVl or 
Phone area f.04-ftH7-fi75 I,
MMIMilifeiil
NOTIGE TO ELECTORS
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
BY-LAW NO. 332
A By-law to allow Sunday Sports and Entertainment.
The Municipal Council of the DLstrict of North Saanich in open meeting 
assembled enacts as foliows:
1. That pursuant to Section 280(1) of the Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, 
Sunday sports and entertainment in the form of horse racing at the 
Sandown Race Track is hereby permitted.
2. That this By-law has received the assent of the electors.
3. This By-law may be cited for all purposes as "District of North Saanich 
Sunday Sports By-law (1980)".
Take notice that the above is a true copy of a proposed by-law on whidh the 
vote of the electors of the municipality will be taken at a poll opened at the 
municipal office, 1620 Mills Road, Norih Saanich, B.C. on Saturday, 
November 15th, 1980 between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.,
and that an advance poll will be open at the municipal office on Thursday, 
November 13th and Friday, November 14th, 1980 between the hours of 9 
a.m. and 4 p.m.,
and that J.M. McDonald has been appointed returning officer for the 
purpose of taking and rocording llio vole.
Arc you a single pa­
rent looking to “make it 
all work”'? Then you 
may be intcreslccl in a 
new program gearing up 
on the peninsula.
The six-week single 
parent program starts 
Nov. 3 and runs through 
Dec. 8, and is a com­
bined project of a num- ^ 
her of community ser­
vice groups in the Greii- 
ter Victoria area, in-' 
eluding the Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance 
Association,
A spokesman for the 
program said six topics 
are scheduled: shifts in 
parental roles; budget­
ing money and time; Ici- 
.surc and social activi­
ties; legal problems: 
new earcers; and per­
sonal growth.
The sessions will be 
held every Monday 
evening at 7:30 p.m. 
For more information or 
to register call 381- 
6188. or 479-.5040. 
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Recipients of Welcome Wagon awards for 20 years of participation are, left to right: Connie 
Rust, of Rust Jewellers, Gerry Flint, of Flint Motors, Doreen and Jack Bowser, of Mitchell 
' and Anderson, Jim Brigham, of Sidney Pharmacy, and Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey.
It was time for reminiscing Thursday as local 
• merchants celebrated the 50th anniversary of 
Welcome Wagon with a wine and cheese party 
hosted by Phyllis Orchard.
, For the past 17 years, Orchard has acted as 
Welcome Wagon hostess for participuiting mer­
chants. Those merchants received Good Neigh­
bor Awards in honor of their community spirit 
from Welcome Wagon area, manager Barbara
Narver of Victoria. •
Twenty-year awards were received by Jack 
and Doreen Bowser of Mitchell and Anderson 
Ltd.. Gerry Flint of Flint Motors, Jim Brigham 
of Sidney Pharmacy and Connie Rust of Rust 
Jewellers.
Other awards were presented to The Sidney 
Review for 15 years, Sidney Super Foods for 11 
and Island Furniture Mart Ltd. for 10.
Mike Beaudry, 2433 Malaview, has a good 
word for the staff at Sidney Travelodge these 
days — “thanks”.
The Travelodge staff are in Beaudry's good 
books because last week he recovered a sweater 
he’d forgotten at the hotel — nine months after 
he left it there.
“It was exactly where it was when 1 left it,” 
Beaudry said last week.
Beaudry, a pressman at Manning Press on 
Third Street, explained that when he first arrived 
in Sidney in February he stayed at the Trave­
lodge and left the sweater in the dining room one 
evening.
By the time he remembered it, he thought it 
: would have been long gone, so he let it go.
> But last week he decided to take his wife out 
for dinner, ‘ ‘and it U'as still there”; hariging bn 
, the same coathanger. ;;
• Beaudry said he was impressed with the hon­
esty of the, staff. And now he has his sweater 
back — just in time for another winter.
^ 'I" V*




B.C. Hydro has too much power, according to 
residents and members of Central Saanich 
council.
And they weren't referring to kilovolts.
Residents came to a committee meeting of 
council Monday night to hear discussions and 
make comments on the proposed high voltage 
double circuit transmission line to run from Pike 
Lake to a Keating area substation.
Residents and aldermen alike expressed both 
anger and deep concern that representatives of 
the giant Hydro coqroration have not taken the 
time to approach individuals or council lo dis­
cuss the proposal which as one resident said, 
“will change the face of our community 
forever.
The Monday meeting was sparked by a letter 
sent to council outlining why Hydro claims the 
line should not follow the Patricia Bay Highway 
route.
Mayor Dave Hill had asked for a study of this 
route as residents felt there would be less en­
vironmental impact.
Hydro’s response was that, “a route along the 
vast side of the Patricia Bay Highway is feasible 
but not practical or economical."
Project manager J. Coblenz wrote that the line 
would cost approximately S11 million more than 
' alternate routes through the agricultural heart­
land of the western and central areas of the dis­
trict, as well as being more visible to a greater 
number of people. ■
V.A. Preto, 6393 West Saanich, took excep­
tion to the report saying Hydro has provided no 
clear statement of what it plans to do — not even 
a map.
In rebuttal-to comments by Hydro that the 
lines could not be built along the highway be­
cause of future improvements planned, Preto 
said, “Hydrocould dive the wire underground at 
interchanges, . . it’s done all the time. Just look 
at Sooke.
“I challenge the way they (Hydro) are playing 
games. They do not send a representative and 
there is no one here qualified to take their propos­
als apart.” '
He added that all the pressure by Hydro to get 
going is just,a “clever gimick.”
Committee decided to request a public meet­
ing with representatives of Hydro, provincial 
government officials, council members and all 
residents concerned as soon as possible, while in 
the meantime trying to put the brakes on Hydro’s 




SOUP OF THE DAY 
or
SALAD
Stulfed Trout with 
Shrimp & Crabmeat 
Parisienne Potato
a
Fresh Vegetable ■ 
Cheese Cake 
Tea or Coltee






per person "Stay with us —30 Beautitully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
:476M|. Nnwtoti X Kaod 6S7.n46
On Patricio Boy Mlghwoy. 5 Mll*> from Forry
SUNDAY
BUFFET
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 
















10 a.m. to 12 eooe
by SHIRLEY DEMERIEZ




Although fully aware 
that, in the final analy­
sis, it would cost a lot of 
money, Sidney council 
believes the quality of 
water along the coastal 
regions should be 
upgraded.
At Monday night's 
meeting council sup- 
pojtcd a resolution 
which would adopt 
“shellfish” rather than 
“swimming” standards 
for coastal waters.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
thought that the action 
WLHild he supported by 
the public.
“Wc. arc going 
through a period of pub­
lic awareness in which 
people are preparetl to 
pay the price for cleaner 
waler,” she said. “De­
spite the. ftiet that some 
political people are 
dragging their feel be­
cause of tlie cost, 1 ttm 
convinced that people, 
generally, are prepared 
to nieet Ihe cost,”
Aldermen considered 




\ JlSd ll.acon 
Mall
trict engineering staff 
should be invited to talk 
to all three peninsula 
municipalities about 
how this desirable result 
could be achieved.
Upgrading the water 
standard would mean an
additional cost of at 
least $134,000 for Sid­
ney, $110,000 for Cen­
tral .Saanich and some 
$5,800,000 for better 
treatment for sewage 




I KfMPtWTiAL CONWTEuc-riOW 
FIMI4HIWC, CAZPtMTltY 
\ cyLeiwcra/rutMiTuec
9843 - 2ncl St., Sidney, B.C. 
PHONE 656-2542
November Savings!
Clip and Save Coupon Days!




.. CUP & SAVE
15% OFF
PresonI coupons with incoming garmonls. Not valid 
with olhor spocialfi, Oder expires November 89, 
1080, (LImil one coupon por item,)







Present coupons with incoming garments, Not valid i 
with other specials, Otter expires Novombor 89,' 
1980, (Limll one coupon per item.)
MEN’S SUITS
or Combination 
Sport Jacket & Slacks
®1.0doFF
fencing ltd,
''■mrl'i ol loiicmn, 
rRSKinn 11 .^l f rn fr) o r c i nt,
tarm. ■ ■' ^




Present coupons with incoming garmonls, Not valid 
with olhor .spGCinlo, Oiler expires November 20, 
1980, (Umit ono coupon por item,)





I RAIN OR ALL 
I WEATHER COAT
I Preseni coupons wllh incoming garments. Not valid 
I with othor apocials, Offer expires Novombor 29,
I 1900, (Limit ono coupon per Item.)
mmm mmm mmft umm mmm mmm liUMMai mmm mmim wmm wmm wmm mm
Open: Tuos. • Fri. 8 «.m. • 5 p.m
I Present coupons with incoming garmonls. Not valid I 
I wilh othor .Hpocluls, OKor expires November 29,1
I mart n i *1980, (Limit one coupon por item,




Present coupons with incoming garmonls. Not valid 
I with othor spocialfc. Oiler expires Novombor 29. 
I 1900.(Limit ono coupon por item,)
mmmm wmum mmm wmm wmm mmm irnwm mmm mmm wmm mmm mmm wmm wwmm i
Ample Parking
Sflt7io o.m. • 5 p.m. Closed Mondays Senior CHIions 20% off reg. prices
A very select group of 
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Because healthy hair is more 





All design pormigg in our salons include iho 
finest croallve cut as foundation.
ASK -- YOUR STYLIST AT 
KAPTEIN HAIR 
About Lumlnim Cocktail,
Our aim is to maintain and Improve olasliclly, 
sirenght, and luster.
HAIR ON THE MOVE
Lot 0 professional advise you on tho product 
best suited for you lo maintain your hair in the 
ultimate ot health.
K.M.S. — REDKEN — ZWARZ KOFF - 
FORMODYLE — DON SUUVANE.
7120 W. SAANICH ROAD
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 652-1222
Perm Power
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Member - Victoria M.L.S:
2444 Beacon Ave. ■ 
Sidney; B.C.





.9 acre property with 4 bedroom 
home. In Sidney, 1 block off 
Beacon Ave. and next to com­








Gulf Island seaviews from this 
0.74 acre lot, beautifully land­
scaped. Low traffic street. One 
owner, well-maintained home 
with 2 bedrooms and den. LR 
with heatilator FP. Separate 
two-car garage. Additional stor­
age area. Greenhouse and su­
per garden area. $149,000.
FOR RENT
1 bedroom apartments in Sid­




HELIABUE COUPLE WITH 2 CHILDREN
available to housesit Irom December to 
rt^arch. Non-smokers. Best ol care given. 
References. 656-2783. 1748-‘)5
QUIET, RELIABLE PRAIRIE COUPLE,
non-smokers, will housesit winter months. 
Excellent local relerences. 656-4067.
1745-44
MATURE, PROFESSIONAL WOMAN 
(31) seeks accommodation in country 
area. Loves animals, children and garden. 
Interested in sharing responsibilities in ex­
change for reasonable rent. 388-6283.
1736-44
AVON 
To Buy or Sell
Territories available 







Close to Sidney and all ameni- : 
t|es. 3 BR one-level rancher on 
y;64 acre. Very nice farnily home 
and on today's market good 





Has your family reached the age 
of needing more space; Give me i 
a call and! I'll show you a very 
well-built home in Sidney that 





A couple of Sidney lots still left.








ARE YOU THINKING OF SELL­
ING? GIVE US A CALL AND 
WE WILL PROVIDE A COMPA­














MR. & MRS. DAVID MERCER would like 
to announce the coming marriage ol their 
daughter, Kelly Jean, to Clinton Willson. 
The ceremony will take place'on November 
1,1980 at St. Stephen's Church, Saanich- 
too^1722-44
A SHOW OF JOYCE MITCHELL’S latest 
paintings will be held at Eaton's Victoria 
store, Thursday, November 13, Friday, 
November 14 and Saturday, November 15. 
Art Studio, Home Furnishings Building, 
Second Floor. 1728-44
DR. J.A. BOUTILIER, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
Professor at Royal Roads, will address the 
Women's Canadian Club ol Victoria on 
Monday, November 3. Topic: The Royal 
Canadian Navy in Retrospect. Place: New- 
combe Auditorium. Time: 2:00 p.mi
SAANICH PENINSULA ARTS AND 
CRAFTS meets Monday. November 3 at 8 
p.m. in St. Paul's United Church, Malaview 
and 5th Street. Sidney. New members wel­
come.
CENTRAL SAANICH RATEPAYERS'
Assoc, will sponsor an all-candidates 
meeting November 5, 1980, at 8 p.m. in 
Stelly's Secondary School, 1627 Stelly’s X 
Rd. all residents are invited to meet and 
question candidates in the forthcoming 
municipal election.
THE GERANIUM AND PELARGONIUM 
GROUP will meet October 27,7:30 p.m, at 
the Garth Homer Centre, 813 Darwin Ave,
, Mr. Ken Barnes will speak on Plant Nutri­
tion. There will be a plant sale and rattle. 
Visitors welcome.
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S Af-
, ter Five Club invites you to dinner at the 
Sidney Travelodge, 2280 Beacon Ave., on 
Monday, November 3, 1980, 7 - 9 p.m, : 
Tickets $7.50. Resen/alions nec'essary by 
October 30. Phone Maty Davis, 656-3596..
STUDENT REQUIRED for |anitorial help, 
approx. 2 hrs. each morning. 6-8 a.m. 7 
days per week. Apply in person lo the Day­
time Janitor, Victoria International Airport, 
Sidney.1679-44
WANTED: Individuals seriously trying lo 
discover the right career lor them. Voca­
tional testing and counselling will help. Dr. 
Glen Pope, Registered Consultant, 658- 
5629 evenings.1647-46
LOCAL ONE GIRL OFFICE requires 
bookkeeper-receptionist, part-time work­
ing to lull-time. Reply to Box ‘C’, The Sid­
ney Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
3S5.1704-46
TURN YOUR ABILITY into opportunity, 
your spare time into spare money. Become 
a Creative Circle Needlework representa­
tive. No quotas, no deliveries and no obli­
gation. Call Judy 652-4295 or Ann 479- 
5069.  1703-45
OCCASIONAL MATURE SITTER re­
quired for one-year-old. My home. Ml. 
Newton X Road area. 652-2603. 1726-44
CLEANING PERSON, 2-3 days per week. 
North Saanich area. 656-3595.’ 1743-47
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rales. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. tl
BILL BEST PHOTOGRAPHY 
We can shoot and supply 
finished prints in binders for real 
estate, industrial and commer­
cial accounts. 3 day service 
available at no extra cost. 656- 
1438
1721-44
1 PAIR LADY’S SIZE 7 Garment ski bools, 
$40. 656-6063.1715-44
LADY’S CLOTHES, all size 16, Winter and 
In-between coats, dresses with jackets, 
dress with coal, blouses and slacks. All in 
good condition. 656-6726.1732-44
iF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it year- 
round using an aluminum and glass green­
house! Write, lor Iroe brochure lo: B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley Ave,. 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail orders now 
available. na-44
1974 CHEVROLET TRUCK. Camper Spe­
cial. 4-wheel drive. Excellent condition. 
656-3696.44 
'66 LINCOLN, 2-door hardtop. Body, parts 
or whole, in good shape. 382-5382.
1705-44
1978 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER. P.S., 
P.B., 54,000 miles, 4 new all-terrain tiros. 




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
TIRES WANTED. Any size. $5 to $10 
cash. 1096 Goldstream. Open 7 days a 
week. 1633-45
DEEP FREEZE; washer & dryer, bunk 
beds; fridge and hide-a-bed. 479-3231.
1632-45
BEER BOTTLES
Sidney Bottle Exchange. 50c dozen, no 
limit. Batteries. $2.50 ea. Open 9 - 5 p.m. 
Monday to Saturday. 6981 East Saanich 
Road. 656-3837.1651-44
WANTED; 5-speed girl's or boy’s bike wilh 
19" or 21" frame. In good condition. 656- 
6930. 1751-44
We, The Homemaker Ser­





* Salary $4.25 start
* Training available







Bakery, shopping centre loca­
tion, established clientele, mod­
ern !equipmenL GDOd; 1 ease/ 
Listing salesmari has details.
::$59,500.;>:;;:;';
Delicatessen, well-run, im- i 
maculate business in modern 
.'s h 0 pp i n g' ce n t re. B u s i n es s 
showing good, steady profit 







Young at heart child-free atmos­
phere, Less than 1-year-old 
modular home, featuring raised 
living room, fireplace, 3 bed­
rooms, large 3-pc,ensuite, 
separate T.V, room, fridge, wall 
oven, range, all drapes in­
cluded, maintenance free land­
scaping. Recreational facilities 
include indoor pool, whirlpool, 





SIDNEY AREA, BY OWNER, Altinclive 3 
hodrooni. no baaornont bunoalow on nicely 
Iroott, Bocliidod .8 ncio. Asking $115,000. 
656-7162. 1’73J-45
CONTACT DYNAMIC REALTY LTD,, Box
249, Okanagan Falls, B.C, VOH1 RO lot our 
brochura on Soulh Okanagan proportioa, 
noBldonllal. commorcml, tanohun, 
antongns, nn-44
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR AND TEA, Satur­
day. November 1; 2-4 p.m. Brentwood. 
Community Hall, Wallace Drive, given by. 
ACW of Brentwood College-Mertiorial 
Chapel. Needlework, home baking, plants, : 
white elephants and books. Doors open at 
2 p.m. Admission: adults $1.5; children 75e 
' (includes lea). Everyone welcome, nc-44
AGRICULTURAL LAND 
RESERVE PROBLEMS?
Mayors Sherwood, Hill and Couvelier are 
speaking at the Saanich Peninsula Far­
mers’ Institute meeting Thursday, October 
■ 30 at 7:30 p.m. Canada Research Station, 
8801 E. Saanich Rd, All interested persons 
please atlend. 1734-44
BAZAAR AND TEA, St. Mary’s A.C.W,, 
Cultra Avenue, Saanichton. Saturday, 
November 1, 2 ■ 4 p.m, Allic treasures, 
handicrafts, home baking, dried flowors. 
Tea will be served.
BABYSITTER, occasional days lor 6- 
month-old baby. My home or yours. 656- , 
5607.: . 1747-44
RELIABLE CLEANING WOMAN wanted 
for Brentwood Bay home, 652-9310.
- : . , - ; . ’ ; - : 1735-45 :
TEENAGER FOR GARDENING DUTIES.
After school or weekends. North Saanich 
area. 656-3595. ; :,; 1744-47
TYPESETTER WANTED; Victoria weekly 
publication requires experienced typeset­
ter, paste-up experience an asset. Good 
.''Working conditions. -Wage commensuratg,
- v/ith experience. Apply to: Victoria Fenny- 
saver, ,546 Dupplin Road, Victoria, :V8Z 
1C1 or phone Chuck Tippet, 381-68311 , , 
-V na-44','
MID-VANCOUVER ISLAND building 
supply requires experienced cabinet sales 
person. Musi be able to draw plans, super­
vise installations and' be accurate with li- 
, gures. Reply to Box 287, cm Campbell Riv­
er Courier, Box 310, Campbell River, B.C. 
V9N SB5. : na-44
NEEDLECRAFT OPPORTUNITY. Turn 
your talents into a well-paid hobby. Home 
demonstrations, tree hostess gifts, no de­
liveries! Mrs, Camillia Thorogood, 513 






Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.!
' Phone 656-4754
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1. Colonial 
beds, kitchenware, Christmas items, ham 
■antenna, lady’s coats and clothing. Some 
miscellaneous 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 2384 
Orchard Ave. Sidney. 1755-44
GARAGE SALE at 638 Downey Road, 
Sal. and Sun., Nov. 1 and 2, 10 lo 4.
'  1716-44
CARPORT SALE, November 1 and 2. 
Saturday and Sunday, 9:30 - 4:30. 10041 
Siddall Road. Tools, foldaway bed, some 
lurniture, miscellaneous items, etc. ,
1713-44
3 Room groups; bachelor.suites
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, organ, guitar 
and accordian. All levels, all ages'— class 
and private. Call, for, more information, 
Lahn Copeland MusicCentre. 7174A West, 
individuai-, ,.: .Saanich Road, Brentwood Bay. 652-4512.1






LOST; WHEEL COVER lor Ford LTD2, 
1077 model. Reward, 656-0049. 1712-44
MISSING OR 7 4 Klllons. 1 light Siamese, 2 
tubblos and 1 ginger. Late Sunday allor- 
noon, October lOlh, aron ol East Saanich 
Road near Newman. Any Into call 652- 
5785. 1720-44
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Gchuckmann. 656-1990. 0787-11
MOST PHASES OF GARDENING and
landscaping — also garden design. Call 
Charles Vaulrin. 656-1595 alter 5 p.m, 10-ll
RUBBAQE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up |obs. Phono 652-4035.
37-11
CLARK ENTERPRISES. Low price factory 
salvage glass. Cut to size. 24 oz. 75e sq. 
It.; 32 oz. $1.25; 3rt6 $1.50; Vz" plate, 
$1.75. Bronze tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 316 
$2.00. Works al rear ol Sleggs Lumber, 5lh 
Street, Sidney. Open Mon. - Fri. 12:30 - 4 
p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. -12 noon. 656-6656.
■ 0944-36
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORSI B.C.’s 
lowest prices! Huge selection. Now stock­
ing pine double glazed windows. Walker 
Door; Vancouver (266-1101), 1366 S.W. 
Marine Drive, V6P 5Z9 or North Vancouver 
(985-9714), 1589 Garden Avo. V7P 3A5, 
» na-t(
GUITAR LESSONS AVAILABLE locally 
at the English Music Studio. Folk, rock, 
classical and jazz. Call Gil at 656-2242 or 
656-4739.- ; : 0681-lt '
PIANO, SINGING 
AND THEORY
Highly qualified leacher. B.A., A.R.C.T,, 23 
years experience. Preparation tor Royal 
Conservatory ol Toronto examinations it 
desired. New in town,
656-4428
1555-45
WANTEDi WATERFRONT LOT with ot 
wilhoul nmnll hoiiao, Up-lsl»nd or Gull Is- 
lands, 085-51181.1659-44
IN SIDNEY ARE A. 2 or 3 htirtropm home In 
$(lO,000-tBO,000 btackid, Will pay rosh. 
Plonsa call 382-6859 altar 6 p m,1711-44
RED FACTOR CANARIES FOR SALE,
Hons and cocks. 655-3104. 1760-44
FREE TO GOOD HOME; Six-mnnlh old 
mala pup, molhot Enolish sailor, 650-6768 
altar 4 p.m, 1724-44
HALLMARK REQISTeFeD HERE^
, FORDS lor snio. 50 big yonriing hailois: 
bulls, Cows and calls, lop quality Brillshar 
tirnoding, T, Hopkinii, 4218 King Oooigo 
Hiflhwny, Suiroy, 0 C, Phono 1)94-9568.
 nil-44
SEuiNO REQISTEHiDliriOwliindar
Liiina hroodmo slock. Racorti irouhla-lioa 
calving, Tnp-qimlily baol, high gain grading 
nxcalliml finmpla snia l iiing Rnuntl-up, 
Calgary. Novambar 1, Charliw Flick, Di­





Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices,
Also excellent crows avail­




Pork, Veal and Lamb. Freez­
er Cut.






""r "-"V •'0**1 Theatre
(L*)^ y Ar Events
-y ^ and all
C*> Gamas
FENDER SALE 
20 - 25% OFF
livstore private lessons In Guitar, 
Dulcimer, Bass, Drums and Plano. 
Six • ’/i hour lessons, $36.00.
9843 2nd St. Marino Court 
Sidney 656-4673
ROTOVATIMQ





DBi Rfed Estate Ltd
SPARKLING 
NEW LISTING
On one of Sidney's nicest cul- 
do-Bacs, Fully modern, lasloful* 
ii ly newly decorated. Fully de­
veloped basement, Yard land­
scaped and fenced (or minimum 
upkeep,
Foaluroa: i
Wall-to-WBlI carpel over Oak
Floora
Slone firoplaco
Bright kitchen wilh largo co­
vered dock 
2 hnihrooms 
a bedrooms and don 
i Giiosi tiuilo (bafioment) 
Panelled rec. room 
Workshop and laundry 
Asking $84,900.




LONO, LOW CEDAR RANCHER. Mount 
rtewlnn nron AluiWirMl gwiagu, Huni) fiiw 
plact- ml artisiif. cuslomired llnishins 
(hfcughi'iid Rnml sl.irlBi or retl(«m«nl 
liomri flniifdiirt im linmaowner s grani, 





DO YOU NEED A BA0V8ITTERTI would 
Ilka to provido child cain In my linmo. For 
lurthei inloimailoM cull 052-14111). 1708-44
nEUAnLi'liABfBTfTEn AVAILADui
ovi'iningu and wookonds, Plionu 650-6063, 
1714-14
250 SO, FT. OF RETAIL oi olllco space on 
Raacnn Avoniin, across Irom Saleway. 
6sn B.T;;3. ___ _ __
AVATLADLE ocfoolm isT. D7and new 
riftluxn nonilominiiini in Sidney, WaioitronI 
(iroperly with view, 3 bedipwns, 6 new iip- 
plirmctm, 2 parking spaces, liroplaco, wall- 
lo-wall and much more. tliOO per month. 
Coninct Montreal Trusl Co, Properly Man- 
(igemnni, 386-2111 to view, Relniences 
regused. 1403-44
nHitnwodoDAY furnFshed UNirii
kicheneties, oisneu, cattle T,V, Free pars­
ing. innici snivice, Avaiinblo weakly or 
iiwmhiy, &inaiuwn Muiul, frai-viui,
....J84j_.ii
Raacnn Piazii Mall Availahln imrnadininly, 
rotisonabln reiil. Phone 668-3622 or 1,156-
1091 1V.11.44
tlovemtinr 1 ni, $360 pet monih includn#, 
Iwai, cehio end parking space. Near man- 
rm. tJiove, Iridge, laundry laciliim*. Soil re- 
I'rvtpSr foil urn noin ,n p m 
' il ■ 1754-44
OUIET LADY needs SMALL CDTTAOE,
apartinarii or nailer in Sidnny.siiamai 
irnmadiwely. 656-3276. 1753-44
SMALL FISH PLANT REQUIRES genornl 
wprkerB, Apply at 10210 Oowerbnnk Rond, 
SIcliHiy, or phono 050-2435. 1644-44
AIRLINES
Major airlinnn are now hiring lor i(i« lollaw- 
Inci oppotlunilieii:
FLIGHT AnENDANTS 






Inrliyiduals inleroeiiiii in applying wjlh 
llui.ye aiilintia u-rinpanieii mui>t be i.aiueT 
oiinnlod, have a putalii: relalionr, pmsonal- ; 
Ity, bo wiiling la h,wnl it rnguiinci nritl he In 
oood healih. For lurlhet Inlarmation on how 
Hi iiniliupi,hilly iifiply UiliK.liy Wilil tiieiili 
major aiiliiWB compiWiet,, write lo: 
TRAVCLEK, INC.
ATTN. AIRUNES APPLICATION 
INFORMATION
iee« wpimi WAFkTr'M HI vr> 
SUITE 101
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH S4109
PlaMe (ndicaia bnelly your backgruund, 
what alrlinei |:x»ilipn|t) you are inieretiied 
in apptyifig tot and (inttokB « slumped, tied-
eO fhiif nViy ffi
ewve furtiwr inlotmaiion ai lo wh«l slept 
lo lake so ihai potikihie inierviewi rnighi be 
nfifthgorl Iky vheve A,rlir,ee, Ail mitiM an- 
line* t-ompiUhins «ie COllAl, Of’l’ORI UN 
ITV EMPLOYERS, 105S 44
Pnrsonals
SAANICH PENINSULA OUlOANCF.
AsstKiniinn. Sorvicea (or the family, indi­
vidual, marriage and (amily counselling, 
1)56-1247, 9813 • 51h St., Sidney VOL 2X4 
__________________ 0637-11
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOMEI SpeodF
writing, ahartlmnd, bookkenptng, buxiness 
maili. Full lime cournoa also nvailahln, 
Conlaci Dutius College, 543 Seymour Bt., 




OVER THE PHONE - FAST
Phone THE LAW shoppe: TOLL-I-RLC
\ i;; hoc C53 Jihi’ (■"
667-2442) Charge* and Meiietchaioe 




OVIiH TMli PHONE - FAST
(’hone THF LAW SHOPPE TOLL-FREE 
112IWX) e«,3 MTS (in VarV'rXtver m» call 
(•.n7'?4,42), Chiuge* anti Maaieirharge 
«c(,.eplei:l Legal Help You Can Altord,'
nail
RECORD-A-CALL. Tnlophone nnownring 
sysioms lor tent, lease or purchase. See 
J.j. Rocoids Conito In Town Square Mall, 
Sidney. 6S6-7522, , 1465-46
LOG HOME? AND CARINsF Duybrank
Conslruclion Lid, For btochure conlaci 
George Donovan. Box 777, 100 Mile 
House, B.C, VOK 2E0, Phono 305-2867 
(days), 791-6670 (eves.) na-ll
GOOD USED TIRES lot Bale! Mo?l sizes.
Over fsOO to choose Irom. 1090 Gold- 
Blroam Aye, Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 7 days a 
WOBk.  1834-45
b“x 10 GREENHOUSE KIT, codnr end
QlrisB, ongmal condition, $276, sells now 
lor $349 plus lax. 656-2162 atler 4 p,m,44
ROY'S siPEED wllh good lights; niso
papal bike, carrier, lighi, 658-6016.
_ _____ _ _ ___ 1766-44
JvEAri^orDKFROYVACUu’MwithiFa'iiH
and all allachmonis, $200 or besi oiler, 
(150-4652, 1725-44
2 RIM MOUNTEOSNOW TIRES, Shell po- 
lar-hellod polyester liberglass lubeless. 
Ftlj E70-14 or E’70-14. Oono aboui 3,000 
mileri. $60 Ihe pair, 656-2697,1752-44
BHABTa”daI8IE8, Plamler beauiilul’
bloom noxi riurnmor. 050-4:i00 nllor 0.
 1730-14
CHOCOLATE DROWNCHESTERFiiLD
and chair, gnod condiiion, $149; i20-ba6a 
accordion, $125; portable phonograph, 
OIS»4 Oh above. 056-6087. 1731-44
large deep freeze, uxcellenFcon-
dilion; O' Livingklon (ihiaglass boat, never 
used, 6r)0-6937. 1727-44
OVAL RUG, 7' X S' epprox,, $35; olasa 
eliding door.0’B"*0'.$13') 656-1027 alter 
6 p.ith 1740-44
1 obuOLE. DRESSER wiin InegemTitoF
matching 4 drawer chesi; iwn 14" wheel 
rims and 4 chrome wheel disci lor C1M cer. 




aiend and Vi liink lull ol oil, good condihon, 
$73, fe56'e7B6, ,1707-44
niKCS FOR SALE, voiv cheap. 2 rhil- 
rtren a, j auun i,, toii-ii-tez, i vui-44
CHILDRiFrrCLOTHiNQF*wT??^^^
3-pc«, POfd suit; gitr* winiar coal; gel’s all- 
v(H«ihet coal plus other ctothing. all in new 
zHincWion, mate loiifiod |)ool labie, $ik)0(556 T4i’P ' >'’:17 44
TpInE cbFictL’FFead* amhioiis'’ 175', 
bearnig $i0:riuhcha,r $i25;wmor:hBii, 
need* uifholBlery, $25; swivel houd.iir 
am, $22 MJ. 0|:.en lo ofiers 479 6402.
1746-44
APPLES





Winter storing potatoes, onions, carrots, 
etc, ready now. Everyone welcome. 7 days 
a week. Farm located al 16975 - 641h Ave,. 
Cloverdale, B.C. V3S l'y2. Phone 574- 
5980.r.5-46
SAANICH ORCHARDS
Freshly picked Macintosh and Sparton ap­
ples and pears. Also windlalls. Open daily. 
652-2009. 1729-48
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD.
Mobile homes located in parks on pads. 
Listings and sales. We welcome all en­
quiries concerning Wheel Estate. Listings 
wanted. Phone 585-3622 (collect). 13647 - 
100th'Ave., Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9, The 




7174A West Saanich Rd.
> Brentwood Bay, B.C.
652-4512
New shipments of Guitars just arrived. All 
reasonably priced; Perfect lor the be­
ginner.
ESTABLISHED 2ND HAND STORE and
Pawn Shop, grossing in excess of 
$120,000 per year. All stock and equip­
ment included. Asking $95,000. Will take 
real estate property or house as trade. 474- 
1311 or 474-1500.1619-45
DIRECT DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED, lull or 
part-time. Earn $100 to $900 per month. 
Call 652-5653 for appointment. 1660-44
HEALTH FOOD STORE FOR SALE.
Doing $8,000 per month. Stock and equip­
ment $45,000, Will consider partial trade ol 
land or truck. Phone 567-2818 or 567-9467 
evenings. na-44
EARN A SECOND INCOME, Learn in- 
come tax preparation at home. For tree 
brochure write U & R Tax School, 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2B6, 
No obligation. na-44
LegaSs
1978 SUZUKI PE175 ENDURO, excellent 
condition, well taken care of. Fork guards 
and spare (new) chain. $1,200'or oilers. 
656-6835. na
'66 SUZUKI ISO TWIN, like new. Manuals, 
helmet, etc. Will accept any: reasonable 






NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE 
OF MARGARET ANNIE PEARSON 
(otherwise known as MARGARET 
ANNE PEARSON). Deceased, late 
of No. 8 - 10585 McDonald Park 
Drive, Sidney, B.C.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that cre­
ditors and others having claims 
against the estate of the above named 
deceased are hereby required to send 
them to Ihe undersigned Executor at 
2230 Oak Bay Avenue, Victoria, Brit­
ish Columbia,,before the 3rd day ol 
December. 1980, after which date the , 
Executor will distribute the said estaje: 
amongst the parties entitled thereto, 
having regard.only,to the claims of; 
which he then has notice.




JOHN S. DAVIES, Esq., 
2230 Oak Bay Avenue, 
Victoria, B.C. V8R 1G5 1654-46
ActEOIl
ResWential & Commercial






'73 MAZDA BOn SEDAH, only 42,000 
miles, single owner. Body in good condi­
tion, inlanor oxcollonl. $2,500. Phono 479-^ 
2976 (ovenlnqs) or 6S?1151 (day). ■ II
73 DODGE 0300 l-TON VAN, PowoF.
brakes, aulomiilic, lioavy (ruck tiros, now 








, liolhiin of Vi'iilier,
, fu'Mdi'li'iivDiHk.
6,52-1014
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
Use this form to send your ad to
The Sidney 5\evVcw
Regular 20 words for *3“ 
prepayment-
Category:__________
With this coupon and 








Mail io (ho Sidney Review,
P.O. Box 2070, Sidney V0L 3S5
or bring in io m25 • SUq&X
'I ■■
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SKVICE MRECTORV
Accountants Contractors 1 Ceramic Jewellers Plumbing





2412 D Beacon A ve. 
Sidney. B.C. 656-5551
ACCOUNTANT














.lew oilers" (’̂ j
Christine 
Laurent Ltd.
-4.'2 lUsiicm. ,Si(liU‘> 
_____UI




Bookkeeping to trial bolance, 
poyrolls. write-up work. Ono timo 
















Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 





2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.



















“From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!





Residentoil, Commerciol ond 
Golf Course Construction,




Body Shop - 































































I()2(Hi BOWKRBANK Rl>. 
SIDNKY.B.C. 
IMIONK 656 3822 
MARINK SALES & SERVICE 
.Airpus Circuit iUcakers - 
. TcWco Chargers '■ ' -
, ; WLSinar l^oraii, Auio PiUns
A & B BOAT TOPS
, Corrplefe Boat Upholstery 
Canvos Boot Tops 
Comper Cushions;
, Repoirs





DIESEL AND GAS 
Complole Installations 
Rebuilding exhaust systems. 




A.IAX HOME amt 
OI FICE CLEANERS
Window! (l«ui* Cnipitlv. 







Govtunmonl (urhfimi tiuhnkinn 







l ence Posts, Digging, 50 













































































Now M»eciaiizinii mj 
(inislting carpentry,! 
cabinets and huilt-ins, • 
i iHUpiii,, rooms,, repairs, I 
,si|cliiion‘. ■■ no Job too J 
small. j
Renovate and Save i 
I'HEE ESTIMATES J 
Call 656-49 IS J
DENCH
EXCAVATING LTD.
I •BACKHOE WORK 
i »CAT' WORK 
[•TIllJCKINGl



















"Big or small 
we will do them all”




















COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS . 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 






• 22 years plumbing ; 
experience in B C. ■
® Special rate.s for 
pensioners
• New Homes




















For all your roofing 
needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar& 






Morin*, Aulo ft Sofoty Glaif 






















9812 - 4th St., Sidney
. ALICE’S 
DRESSMAKING







Duct work. Chimneys, 






, Loo VO your child at P.O.i.». 
while you shop! .
SI .50 on hour : 
99305!h«.
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Finally I’ve made my peace with autumn. 
Summer is definilely over, and winter just 
around the corner. After all this is a nice time of 
year, the fall colors are beautiful, there are lovely 
smells associated with this season . . . from 
burning leaves to pickles simmering on the kitch­
en stove and the yeasty odor of wine as it goes 
“bloop-bloop”, sitting, fermenting, in its crock 
by the kitchen register. The air is crisp and to­
night there is almost certainly going to be frost.
Another season, and many things to do before 
it begins to rain and blow a gale, as it is bound to 
do.
Imagine, if you will, your garden during a 
wild wind storm. Are there long branches on the 
roses? Are there elongated raspberry canes, • 
looking rather frail? Time to cut them off to a 
reasonable length (about 4 feet). Do you have 
young trees that haven’t had a chance yet to put 
down deep roots? Time to drive a stake in beside 
them, and tie them carefully with a piece of 
nylon hose.
Do you have vines or roses suspended on 
trellis? Make sure the trellis is firm, and the vines 
either cut back, or firmly secured. Have you 
picked all the apples and pears that are ripe? You 
can test for ripeness by lifting each fruit up, 
against the stem, and if it comes off easily, its 
time to harvest. Perhaps the surest method is to 
watch for fallen fruit ... more than one of two 
on the ground, and you can be sure it is THAT 
■ time. , ■
!f you have chrysanthemums that are very late 
coming into flower, you might try something 
'that Herb Drew of North Saanich does with his 
prize ‘mums. As soon as it gets cold he drives a 
•strong stake in beside each plant. On fop of the 
stake he nails a wooden triangle covered \yith 
plastic, looking rather like at broad brimmed hat. ? '
He leaves this on as protection against both cold 
and rain.
If you aren’tquite that ambitious perhaps you 
would settle for a stake; driven into the ground S f 
and on cold or rainy nights; a plastic bag hung 
rakishly over the top of your treasures. Don’t 
forget to remove the plastic in the morning if it is - 
a sunny day . V . cooked chrysanthemum^ don’t :f 
make the best bouquets.
If you are looking for something to fill those , 
drab looking beds (full of unseen bulbs, which ^ 
will be glorious infhe spring) how about some 
primroses scattered here and there to take away 
that bare look? Primroses are the ones that come' 
‘single flower on single stem’ and polyanthus are ’ 
those that come multiple blooms on a single stem 
... both of them very beautiful.
Some of them are already coming into flower, 
but most will come out gradually over the next 
few months, if you will just protect them from 
the slugs. Slugs will come for miles for a taste of 
polyanthus; the only thing they seem to like 
better is the taste of slug bait, and I rccommefid 
Iil?eral doses of same!
Those of you who have suffered this year with 
chickwccd, as we have, will be well advised to 
do something about it this fall. Chickwccd is a 
charming, dainty, little thing when it starts out, 
all soft, pale green leaves, and cute wee flowers, 
bul don’t be fooled by its innocent appearance 
. , . this stuff means business! It has every inten­
tion of taking over completely, smothering ev­
erything in its path, until your house, garage, 
tool shed, your shovel, the whcclbarrovy and the 
entire garden disappear beneath an overwhelm­
ing .sen of lush green growth,
This innocuous looking plant doesn’t have the 
decency lo die when you chop it out with tint hoe 
like any respectable weed. Any tiny piece left 
casually lying bn the soil, has made u new set of 
roots within five minutes, and is, once again, 
advancing on everything in sight!
Much as 1 hate pesticides, this weed 1ms driven 
me into the arms of the chemical companies. 
Regretfully I ndvocutc the use of Weedrite 
(whiclt is dissolved in water and applied cither as 
a spray, or dribhed on with a watering can) or the 
use of Killex a clicmical used lo kill weeds in 
lawns. Please be careful not to get the spray on 
anything you want to continue to grow, it’sicthal 
stuff.
Silver Threads
Centre open daily for cards, billiards, library, 
morning coffee and afternoon tea.
'nturday-“9a.m. lapidary, weaving; 10 a.m. 
caq5et bowling; noon lunch; I p.mbridge; 
p.m. dressmaking; 2 p.m. billiards for Indies; 7 
p.m, crib.
Friday 9 a.m. Spanish; 10 a.m. .senior 
ceramics, quilting and crochet, kecpfit; noon 
lunch; I p.m. chess club, I :.10 p.m. bell ringt‘r.s;
2 p.m, jacku; 7 p.m, evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday open 1 to 4 p.m. for
drop-ins.
Monday 10 a,m. quilling, billiards; noon 
lunch; 12:30 p.m. ceramics; 2 p.m, swini club; 
7:30 p.m. bingo.
l uesday‘-“9 u.m. .Spanish, Scratmders prac­
tice, (oil painting. -■* no iiislruclions until 
November); noon lunch; I p.m. whist, necdlc- 
poinfi 1 P<»B. French conversation.
Wednesday -- 9:30 a.m. novelties; noon hot 
dinner, 1:1,5 p.m, films; 2 p.m. concert, 7 p.m. 
duplicate bridge.
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lOWN OF SIOfiEY 
BYLAW NO. 696
A BYLAW TO PERMIT RETAIL 
ESTABLISHMENTS TO CARRY ON 
BUSINESS ON HOLIDAYS.
WHEREAS it is enacted dv Section 3 of the Holiday 
Shopping Regulation Act R.S.B.C, 1980, that the ' 
Council of a municipality may, with the assent of the 
electors, adopt a bylaw in respect of retail business, 
other than scheduled business, permitting a person 
to carry on a certain class of retail business and to 
sell or offer for sale a certain class of goods or 
service in a retail establishment and to admit the 
public to a retail establishment on a holiday or during 
specified hours on a holiday;
AND WHEREAS it is deemed expedient to adopt a 
bylaw as aforesaid;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Sid­
ney in open meeting assembled enacts as follows;
1. Words and expressions appearing both in this 
bylaw and the Holiday Shopping Regulation Act 
shall bear the same respective meanings in this 
bylaw as they bear in the said Act provided that, in 
this bylaw, retail business shall not include a 
scheduled business.
2. Any and all persons shall be and are hereby 
permitted to carry on any and all classes of retail 
business and to sell or offer for sale any and all 
classes of goods or service in a retail establish­
ment and to admit the public to a retail establish­
ment on any and all holidays.
3. This bylaw shall come into force and effect on 
January 1st, 1981.
4. This bylaw may be cited as the Holiday Shopping 
Regulation Bylaw No. 696.
Introduced and read a first time the 14th day of 
October.
Read a second time the 14th day of October, 
1980.
Read a third time the 14th day of October, 1980. 
Take notice that the above is a true copy of a 
proposed bylaw on which the vote of the electors 
of the municipality will be taken at the Town Hall 
on Saturday the 15th day of November, 1980, 
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. and that G.S. Logan, 
Town Administrator, has been appointed Return­
ing Officer for the purpose of taking and recording 
the vote.
An advance poll will be held at the Town Hall on 
Wednesday, the 12th day of November from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. for those persons who (a) expect to 
be absent from the municipality on polling day or 
(b) are, for reasons of conscience, unable to vote 
on polling day or, (c) through circumstances 
beyortd their control, will not be able to attend the 
poll on polling day.
Dated at Sidney, B,C. this “G.S. Logan”
28th day of October, 1980. Clerk/Administrator
re winners f
The 1980 graduating class at Parkland secon­
dary school came through with flying colors last 
June as 24 students picked up a total of 34 
awards, scholarships and prizes.
Seven students won provincial government 
scholarships, while another two students cap­
tured district scholarships. And two Parkland 
students — Kay Dietrich and Johanna Lankenau 
— won provincial drinking driving counter­
attack awards — the only counterattack awards 
given to lower Vancouver Island students’.
Winners of the awards include;
Leslie Anderson: B.C. Gov’t. Employees Un­
ion, Royal Canadian Legion Pacific Command, 
Grass Roots Theatre; Leon Algadzis: Saanich 
Teachers’ Association (home ec.); Nancy Bell; 
provincial scholarship — ministry of education; 
Monica Benson; Saanich Peninsula Credit Un­
ion; Sandra Betton: provincial scholarship — 
ministry of education, Sidney Rotary Club;
David Charters: provincial scholarship — 
ministry of education; Wendell Clanton: district 
scholarship -— ministry of education; Rene de 
Jong: provincial scholarship — ministry of edu­
cation; Kay Dietrich; provincial counterattack, 
Saanich Peninsula Credit Union; Brian Dunic:
Saanich Teachers’ Association (industrial ed.); 
Patricia Forge: provincial scholarship — minis­
try of education;
Shelley Gibson; Sidney Rotary Club; Blair 
Haggart: Saanich Teachers’ Association 
(music); Judy Kulsky: Royal Canadian Legion 
Pacific Command; Johanna Lankenau: provin­
cial counterattack; Jackie Law; Saanich 
Teachers’ Association; Quentin Mackie: provin­
cial scholarship— ministry of education. Presi­
dent’s award UVic;
Michelle Melville: Saanich Teachers’ Asso­
ciation; Karen Ostrom: Saanich Teachers' Asso­
ciation (art); Diane.Parlby; provincial scholar­
ship— ministry of education, Simon Fraser En­
trance Award; Daphne Plcssnar: Bishop Cole­
man Award; Nancy Puckott: district scholarship 
— ministry of education. Royal Canadian Le­
gion (local bursary), Saanich Teachers' Associa­
tion (commerce);
Leah Ripley: Royal Canadian Legion (Sir Per­
cy Lake), Saanich Peninsula Credit Union; Dar- 
cie Rolph: Royal Canadian Legion (Alan Cal­




Invites You to a
FALL 
FASHION SHOW
held in conjunction with
The CaTd Wh id herd
on
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Patterson, 1439 Stel­
ly’s X Road, have returned from a two-week 
holiday in Alberta where they stayed with their 
son and his family in Claresholm, and visited 
their grandson and his wife in Fort McMurray, 
where they were able to greet their new great- 
grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Matthews have re­
turned to their home at 10473 Allbay Road after 
spending a delightful month’s holiday in Britain 
and continental Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. McKevitt, of Woodward 
Drive, enjoyed a two-week holiday when they 
flew to New Brunswick and toured Prince Ed­
ward Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
with their former neighbors. Pearl and Eldon 
Chapman, in the Chapman’s motor home.
Meet author 
BETTY WATERTON 
signing her book 
A SALMON FOR SIMON” 
■ and her new book 
“PETTRANELLA’’ 
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Miss Maidie Cottingham, of 1030 Cypress 
Ave., enjoyed a month’s holiday in Britain visit­
ing friends and relatives.
RCMP Const. Shawn Walton and Mrs. 
Walton, from Ottawa, are enjoying a few weeks’ 
holiday with Walton’s parents, .Mr. and Mrs. 
David Walton, 6924 West Saanich Road, before 
leaving to visit Mrs. Walton’s parents at Cache 
Creek, B.C. A member of the RCMP musical 
ride, Walton has just returned from Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Robinson have returned 
to their home at 680 Clayton Road after an enjoy­
able two-week holiday visiting their son and his 
family in Montreal, which included a weekend in 
Boston visiting their daughter-in-law’s family.
Monday, Nov. 3rd 1980
Fashion Show 12 noon to 2 p.m. 








at 656-4640 or 656-3342 




Flu vaccine is now 
available and pro­
vided free to eligible 
persons through’family 
physicians or at com­
munity service
■ offices, says regional 
healthbfficerDR.A-
Eligible persons are 
those aged 65 years or 
more or persons of any 
age who suffer from any’ 
of the following condi­
tions:
Acquired or con­




disease associated with 
compromised respira­
tory function.
Chronic renal disease 
with azotemia.
Chronic metabolic 
diseases such as di­
abetes mcllitis. im- 





should be administered 
as soon as possible as il 
takes a week or two to 
build up immunity, 
Arneil says. Most adults 
require one “shot” 
only, young adults and 
children may require 
two .shots a month apart.
Council 
turns down
Libman Trav&i Agency and 
Condominium Connection present:
HAWAlieOMDOMINIUMS
; Choose frorn Hundreds on 6 Islands!!
We’ve got floor plans and fulf details on almost all these 
accomodations. We’ll compare rates for you and, help you’ 
find the right place at the right price. V 
Examp/e; Luxurious.ocean Front Studios; at Kahana Reef —- 
From U.S. $37 per night ;
per apartment, based on 2 sharing (Autumn rates) : 
If you require accommodation in Hawaii, anxjtime, look inr. 
the value that a condominium offers. You II be pleasantly; 
surprised!
— Jet Age Efficiency and Old World Courtesy








North Saanich couii- 
cil has rejected an appli­
cation from a Sidney 
man hir a temporary 
permit to use a recrea­
tion vehicle us living 
accommodation on his 
McDonald Park Road 
lot while his house is 
under conslruclion.
“I am acting as my 
own contractor and am 
certain you arc aware of 
the advantages to living 
on the piupcrty (.Iviring 
construction," Burnell 
wrote,
riuf Aid, lim Ciuu- 
ming noted that council 
has hud lawsuits on this 
question before. Me said 
it is against municipal 
bylaws and presents 
problems with sewage 
disposal.
TO INCREASE NOV. 1,1980
Don't Let A Week Go By 
Without Your Copy!
LJuo to increased piiblicalitui cosis,we wish lo advise lltal effective 
November Isl, 1980, Annual Subscription Rales to The Sidney Re­
view will be increased from $8.00 to $10.(.10; accordingly senior 
citizen's rale will be $9.00.
Present subscribers whose subscription falls due prior lo December 
,31st, 1980 may take advantage of the old rale,s by renewing before 
November 1st (up lo a period of 3 years),
To renew or obtain a new subscription
Please Telephone 656T3.51
or in Brentwood 652-3422 
(,i< the Hookworm)
'yite Sidney ^evVew
Tckphiine 656-1151
